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ABSTRACT 

ART IN THE ENGLISH CLASSROOM: AN INTEGRATED APPROACH 

SHERYLL. ROW 

August 1997 

Art in the English Classroom: An Integrated Approach is designed to 

show English instructors who have no art training how to integrate pieces from the Jesuit 

Dallas Museum into the study of literature and writing. This thesis is designed as a 

workbook to be used wholly or in sections. Sections include: 1) selected historical 

information about art genres and subjects; 2) working definitions of some art terms; 3) 

biographical notes on certain artists; 4) notes on selected artists' development, techniques, 

style, and thesmes; 5) notes about a piece that will enhance its use in the English 

classroom; 6) suggestions for companion literature selections and ways to connect them to 

the art; 7) suggestions for writing assignments connecting art and literature. The material 

is cross-referenced so the art, literature, and writing assignments can be coordinated by 

literary and rhetorical concepts. 
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Literature and the Other Arts 

Introduction 

Literature, rhetoric, and art have much in common as each involves the creative 

spirit, in essence the soul of the producer. We read books for various reasons. If we want 

to escape into a book for pure enjoyment, we expect to encounter fascinating people, 

beautiful scenery, colorful detail, and exciting plot lines. If we read to educate ourselves, 

we expect realistic portraits of people, places, and events. We expect to see how our lives 

and our interests can be furthered by the information printed on the page. We write for 

many of the same reasons. Through writing we can express our emotions, clarify our 

ideas, or communicate information. Likewise, we can look at art simply for pleasure or 

as a means of education. Just as a writer carefully chooses words and genres to 

communicate to the reader an idea in a limited space, an artist chooses materials, size, and 

colors to communicate ideas to the viewer. 

Literature, rhetoric, and art broaden our perception and understanding of life. 

They help us see into history and understand it better. They illustrate the human figure 

and help us feel what it might be like to live differently. They can illustrate the beauty 

and grandeur of a common object, scene, or event; or, they can depict the seamy side of 

life, forcing us to rethink long-held beliefs. Each expression can even open our 

imaginations to dreams of what the future might hold. 



Whether we read a short story, a novel, an encyclopedia article, or a poem, we 

broaden our perspective of life. Whether we write a letter to the editor, express our most 

personal hopes and dreams in a diary, or write an argumentative essay, we clarify our 

thoughts. Whether we study an oil painting, a marble sculpture, a ceramic pot, or a 

mixed-media collage, we enhance our view of ourselves and others. 
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Consequently, literature, writing, and art can be used in companion ways in the 

English classroom. Many of the techniques used for looking at art in order to understand 

and appreciate it are similar to the patterns of looking at literature in a way that clarifies it 

and expands our appreciation of it. As teachers, we know that writing about literature 

helps our students analyze, clarify, synthesize, and retain what they learn from reading. 

Similarly, writing about art can help our students look closely, analyze, and understand 

what they see in a work of art. When art, literature, and writing are used together, an 

even greater understanding and appreciation of the creative process can occur. 

By moving "back and forth between two art forms, the student is better able to 

understand the important elements of each, considering their absence from, or presence 

in, the one but not the other. Intriguingly, too, an element present in both may yet be 

different in each" (Mazzella 65). Literature cannot show or sound as clearly as other art 

forms. The other art forms can depict distinctly color, shapes, and sounds; however, they 

cannot explore the depth of human analysis and reflection that literature can. Studying 

the various art forms in combination can provide more complete instruction in each. 
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Procedure 

Perhaps a good way to begin connecting art to literature and music is to draw on 

what the students already know about interdisciplinary studies. One to three class 

sessions should be given to introducing and discussing the interrelated aspects of the arts. 

One good way to begin is to use the daily newspaper, a weekly news magazine, or any 

other popular print article which includes a companion photograph. The students can 

discuss the connections they see between the article and the picture. Students can also 

use illustrated books to think about the connections between the printed word and the 

illustration. A variety of examples, from children's stories to William Blake's illustrations 

for his own Songs of Innocence and Songs of Experience, will work well. Photographic 

essays in book or pulp magazine form and illustrated manuscripts are also useful. Any 

item which will help the students see the natural relationship between reading, writing, 

and art can be used. 

A second step might be to show pictures or slides of paintings and sculptures 

which take their inspiration directly from literature. This lesson opens the discussion to 

such issues as artistic interpretation, point of view, style, tone, character analysis, use of 

setting, and imagery and symbolism. Of course, this time is an excellent opportunity to 

introduce literature which takes its inspiration from art. Exploring films based on 

literature can also serve as an easy way to help students see connections among the arts. 
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The point of these lessons is to tap into what the students already understand 

about interdisciplinary studies and help them become even more comfortable exploring 

connections. The discussions should be open-ended rather than lead to some definitive 

answers about the examples used. In the same way, the questions and activities included 

in this handbook should serve as a springboard only. If the students feel comfortable with 

the creative process, if they feel safe thinking out loud, they will see connections and 

explore the literature and art in ways the instructor never imagined. 



How to Use This Guide 

Purpose 

At Jesuit College Preparatory School of Dallas, the school community is 

surrounded by paintings, sculptures, collages, prints, and photographs. These works line 

the hallways, classrooms, faculty commons, administrative wings, and library. They dot 

the landscape around the building, welcoming visitors to the school and enhancing 

meditation in the prayer garden. Unfortunately many teachers and students walk briskly 

past these works without ever stopping to look. The students make a bee line to the 

cafeteria, rush to the locker room to change for P. E. , or wrestle with one another around 

a sculpture in the courtyard. The teachers rush to an after school meeting~ dash to the 

photocopier, and bury their heads in a stack of essays. Unfortunately the classroom 

teachers at Jesuit College Preparatory of Dallas are missing a prime educational 

opportunity for their students because the art resources at this school can be used easily to 

enhance the English curriculurn. Using art in the English classroom is an excellent way to 

teach thinking skills, close reading, interpretation and analysis, literary elements, and 

rhetorical skills. 

This guide is intended to facilitate the English instructors' use of the Jesuit Dallas 

Museum collection in the English classroom. It is especially intended for the English 

instructors who do not have a background in art. The assumption is that most English 

5 
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teachers at Jesuit College Preparatory of Dallas have not studied art, especially 

contemporary art of the Southwest, which comprises much of the Jesuit Dallas Museum 

collection. If students were to ask teachers about one of the pieces, the teachers might not 

be able to answer comfortably. This likely contributes to the teachers' reluctance to use 

the pieces as a complement to the syllabi. This guide is not intended to be an exhaustive 

study of the art at Jesuit College Preparatory, nor is it intended to present all the 

possibilities for the art's use in the English classroom. It is intended to provide enough 

background material, explanations, and activity suggestions to be used easily by busy 

teachers. It is intended to inspire Jesuit English teachers to use the collection in creative 

ways of their own. 

Method 

The material in this handbook is meant to provide Jesuit instructors with enough 

information about Jesuit's art collection that they feel capable of using the collection to 

enhance the English curriculum. However, the material is also brief enough that the 

instructors will not feel burdened to learn a new subject while juggling their demanding 

work load. This material can be either read and absorbed by the instructors to enhance 

their teaching or duplicated as student handouts. One question from the material can be 

given to a student, a group, or the entire class to work through; or the questions and 

activity sheets can be duplicated for the student or a small group to complete. The 

connections to literature can be used as springboards for discussions or writing 



assignments. The prepared handouts and work sheets can be used singly or paired with 

other handouts. A single art piece can be used alone as a mini-lesson, or several pieces 

can be integrated with the study of one or more reading and writing assignments. 

Coding of English Courses 
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On the Cross References to Literature lists, symbols indicate the English courses 

in which these selections are studied. Usually these symbols indicate that the selection is 

found in the texts used for a particular course. The code explanation is set out below: 

@ 

# 

+ 

I\ 

Freshman English 

Sophomore English 

Junior English 

Advanced Placement English 

Honors English Seminar 

* Literature of American Cultures 

$ English 7 - 8 



STUDENT HANDOUTS AND WORKSHEETS 
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Landscape or Setting: Questions 
Handout 1 

Understanding Landscape or Setting 

Use these questions to help you understand and write about a landscape or the setting of a 
picture. 

1. What is the relation between human beings and nature? Are the 
figures at ease in nature, or are they dwarfed by it? 

2. Are they earthbound, beneath the horizon, or (because the viewpoint is 
low) do they stand out against the horizon and perhaps seem in touch 
with the heavens, or at least with open air? 

3. If there are woods, are these woods threatening or are they an inviting 
place of refuge? Exactly what makes these woods either threatening or 
inviting? If there is a clearing, is the clearing a vulnerable place or is it 
a place of refuge from ominous woods? 

4. Do the natural objects in the landscape somehow reflect the emotions 
of the figures? 

5. If the landscape seems highly realistic, is it also in some ways 
expressive of spiritual forces? 

6. Does the painting emphasize the play of light and the insubstantiality 
of objects in beautiful spaces, as is usual in the work of Turner or 
Monet? Or, does it emphasize the volume-of hills and trees, for 
example, as is usual in the work of van Gogh? 

(Barnet 24) 
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Landscape or Setting: Context and Use 
Handout 2 

The Use of Landscape or Setting 

Components 

Time: 

Place: 

time of day 
season of the year 
point in a person's life 
point in a group's association 

All the physical details of a scene 

color and lighting 
style of clothing 
furniture , drapes, items on tables and desks 
features of an outdoor terrain 

contour of land 
presence or absence of vegetation 
weather 

Use of Setting 

Reinforce character development - either parallels or contrasts it 

Reinforce thematic development - barren, open plain reinforcing lost culture 

Create mood or emotional atmosphere - physical details suggest a mood that colors the 
whole scene 
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Landscape or Setting: Vocabulary 
Handout 3 

Vocabulary of Landscape or Setting 

Use these words to help you precisely identify and write about the landscape or setting of 
an art piece. 

barren, empty, stark, bleak, sterile 

homey, comfortable, cheerful, warm 

cold, isolated, lonely, desolate, 

threatening, frightening, horrifying 

historic, antique, legendary, traditional 

dreary, dark, mournful, sad, worn, dingy 

peaceful, tranquil, calm 

romantic, mysterious, sensuous, dreamlike 

turbulent, stormy, raging 

plush, elaborate, exotic, gaudy 

cluttered, stuffy, stifling 

open, spacious, free , airy 

chaotic, turbulent, haphazard 

orderly, organized, regimented (Grassi and De Blois 86) 
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Portraits: Questions 
Handout 1 

Understanding Portraits 

The following questions are designed to help you analyze a portrait. The more complete your 
answers are, the more you will understand what you are seeing. 

1. How much of the figure does the artist show? How much of the available 
space does the artist cause the figure to occupy? What effects are thus 
gained? 

2. What do the clothes, furnishings, accessories ( swords, dogs, pots, clocks, 
etc.), background, and angle of the head or the posture of the head and body 
(as well as facial expression) contribute to our sense of the personality of the 
figure portrayed? 

3. Does this artist generally present a strong sense of a social class or a strong 
sense of an independent inner life? 

4. Is the view frontal, three-quarter, or profile? (Usually a three-quarter view 
affords the artist the greatest opportunity to reveal personality.) Is the figure 
related to the viewer, perhaps by a glance or gesture? If frontal, does it seem 
to face us in a godlike way, seeing all? If three-quarter, does it suggest 
motion? If profile, is the emphasis decorative or psychological? 

5. If the picture is a double portrait, does the artist reveal what it is that ties the 
two figures together? 

6. It is sometimes said that every portrait is a self-portrait. Does this portrait 
seem to reveal the artist in some way? 

7. Does the portrait reveal anything at all? 

(Barnet 23) 



Understanding Portraits 
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Portraits: Vocabulary 
Handout 2 

This list of traits reveals subtleties of meaning which can help you accurately characterize 
the person you are describing. Work towards using the best modifier for your subject. 
Use a thesaurus or Synonym Finder for additional help. 

1. proud, arrogant) vain 

2. timid, shy, modest 

3. unscrupulous, dishonest, dissolute 

4. stubborn, willful, belligerent 

5. apathetic, aloof, indifferent 

6. generous, magnanimous, indulgent 

7. ignorant, uncertain, doubting 

8. malicious, treacherous, vindictive 

9. virtuous, pious, religious 

10. jovial, ludicrous, carefree 

11. jealous, protective, envious 

(Grassi and De Blois 55) 
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Understanding Sculpture 
Handout 1 

Understanding Sculpture 

Use these questions to help you understand and write about a sculpture. 

1. For what purpose was this object made? To edify the faithful? To 
commemorate heroism? 

2. What kind of base does it have? Is the base a part of the sculpture (e.g., 
rocks, or a tree trunk that helps to support the figure), and, if so, is it 
expressive as well as functional? What does the base tell you about the 
piece? 

3. What is expressed through the representation? 

4. If the sculpture is a head, to what extent is it a portrait, a face revealing a 
particular appearance and personality at a moment in time? 

5. What is the relationship of naturalism to abstraction? 

6. If the sculpture represents a deity, what ideas of divinity are expressed? If a 
human being as a deity, how are the two qualities portrayed? 

7. Where is the best place to stand in order to experience the work? How close 
do you want to get? Why? 

8. What is the size? What effect on you does the size of the piece have? What 
does the size contribute to the meaning or effect? 

9. Why did the artist use this material instead of another? 

10. What is the effect of color, either of the material or of the paint? Is the color 
used for realism or for symbolism? 

(Barnet 29-36) 



Understanding Still Life 

Use these questions to understand a still life. 
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Understanding Still Life 
Handout 1 

1. Does the picture suggest opulence, or does it suggest humble 
domesticity and the benefits of moderation? 

2. Does it imply transience, perhaps by a clock or a burnt-out candle, or 
even merely by the perishable nature of the objects (flood, flowers) 
displayed? 

3. If the picture shows a piece of bread and a glass of wine flanking a 
vase of flowers, can the bread and wine perhaps be symbols of the last 
supper, the picture as a whole representing life-everlasting achieved 
through grace? 

4. Is there a contrast between the sprawl of a dead animal and its vibrant 
color or texture? 

5. Does the work perhaps even suggest something close to a reminder of 
the Crucifixion? Or is all of this allegorizing irrelevant? 

(Barnet 24) 
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Understanding Tone 
Handout 1 

Understanding Tone in Art 

Definition 

In writing, tone refers to the ways an author expresses feelings or attitudes. These 
feelings or attitudes may be either the author's or the speaker-narrator's. They can be 
directed to the audience (listener/reader), to another character, or to the development of 
the author's theme. 

Through analysis of tone, we are analyzing the author's mind at work, her creativity. 
Often when listening to someone, we can perceive tone through body language. We can 
also analyze tone through the words, especially in written words. When we analyze tone 
we are trying to identify the emotional stance behind the author's words. 

In art, we can sometimes perceive a similar emotional stance behind the artist's work. 
Instead of analyzing the words, we analyze such attributes as the form and size of the 
work, the media or materials used, the color choices and their intensity, the texture, and 
other structural elements. 

In analyzing tone in an art work, just as in a literary work, we need a vocabulary to 
describe the qualities of the work. Below is a list of suggestions to get you started. Feel 
free to use a thesaurus or Synonym Finder to help you find the most exact word. 

formal , majestic, serious, forceful , powerful, pompous 

simple, straightforward, direct, unambiguous, indirect, understated, evasive, complicated 

warm, sympathetic, admiring, worshiping, approving, concerned, sentimental 

thrilling, exhilarating, surprising 

disliking, disapproving, disgusting, abhorring, scandalizing 

angry, enraged, harsh, shocking, bitter, grim, horrifying, frightening, terrifying 

humorous, comic, ironic, sarcastic, sardonic, mocking, satiric 
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Student Work Sheet for Writing About Art 

Noting What You See 

• What type of art work are you looking at? Is it a painting, a print, a sculpture? 
What is it made of, or what do you think it is made of? Try to estimate the size of 
the piece. 

• List each person or object you see in the piece. What seems to be the subject 
matter of the piece? For example, does it depict someone sitting in a chair? Does 
it depict someone hunting a buffalo? Does it depict a pueblo at night? 

• Describe the background in the piece. What time of day or night is it? Are there 
elements in the background or is the background a blank backdrop? 

• List the connections or interactions the people or objects have with the 
background. What are the people or animals doing? Note especially their size in 
proportion to each other. Does one object seem out of proportion to another? 

• List the colors you see in the piece. What are the dominant colors? The dominant 
shades? Are the colors generally bold, muted or pastel? Is there one color that 
seems brighter than the others to the point that it seems out of place? 

• List as many descriptions as you can about the use of line in the work. Are the 
lines geometric or rounded? Do they form patterns? 

• What do you notice about the texture of the piece? Is the paint smooth or rough? 
Is the paint layered thickly? If the work is a sculpture, is the surface smooth or 
rough? Can you see the lines of any art tool used? 

• If the piece is a sculpture, how does it interact with its space? Does it push out 
into space or draw up into itself? Does it allow space to flow through it? 
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Student Work Sheet for Writing About Art 

Thinking About What You See 

• What continues to draw my attention in this piece? Why? 

• How does the size of this piece affect me? 

• What is the main impression I get from this piece? Why? 

• What ideas does this piece prompt me to think about? Why? 

• What story could I write about what is happening in this piece? 

• If I could talk to one or more of the people in this piece, what would I say? 

• If I could be in this piece, what would be different or what would be happening? 

• What might have happened just before or just after the scene in this piece? 

• How is this piece alike or different from other similar art pieces? 

• Do I recognize references to other media? How are they used? 

• How does the title affect my understanding of this piece? 

• If I could change one aspect of this piece what would it be? Why? 

• What is the mood of this piece? Why do I think so? 

• What debatable issues does this piece bring to my mind? 

• What is the theme of this work? Is it conveying a message? If so, what? 

• Do the meanings seem to be deliberately contradictory or ambiguous? How? 

Why? 
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Writing a Story About a Work 

Think about the work as one scene in a story. Animate it. 

Then , do one of the following: 

>-' Write the story of what is happening in the work. 

>-' Write the story of what happened before this scene. 

>-' Write the story of what happens after this scene. 

>-' Write the story of what happens when you enter the scene. 



ART TERMINOLOGY 
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Art Terminology 

abstract art. Art in which elements of form, not surface appearance, have been stressed 
in handling the subject matter. These elements may or may not be recognizable. To a 
degree, all art is abstract, but the more the artist analyzes and intellectualizes it, the more 
abstract it becomes. Much modem art is abstract art; it may also be non-objective art, but 
the terms are not synonymous. 

abstract expressionism. An umbrella term which refers to that direction in abstract art 
of the 1940s and 1950s of which the essence was the spontaneous artistic assertion of the 
artist in a non-objective visual expression. Believed by some to be the first truly 
American art. Also called New York school because its international center was New 
York City. 

action painting. Term coined by the American critic Harold Rosenberg to describe the 
dynamic, impulsive abstract expressionism of Jackson Pollock. Involves applying paint 
by dribbling, slapping, splashing, or other gestural motions which document energetic 
physical movement, unplanned and uninhibited by preconceived notions of what the 
painting will look like. 

aquatint. An etching process in which a mordant acid is made to bite both lines and 
tonal areas in the copper plate. An aquatint resembles a watercolor in its tonal effects. 

chiaroscuro. The treatment of light and shade in painting. 

classicism. In the broadest artistic sense, art based on the study of classical models; 
emphasizes qualities considered to be characteristically Greek and Roman in style and 
spirit (i.e., reason, objectivity, discipline, restraint, order, harmony). 

collage. Use of paper and other basically flat materials to form a picture or design. 

color. Color has three attributes: 1) hue or tint is the actual color itself; 2) intensity is 
the degree of purity, strength, or saturation; 3) value is the lightness or darkness of a 

color. 

etching. An intaglio process in which an etching needle is used to draw the design into a 
wax ground applied over a metal plate. The plate is then subjected to a series of acid 
bitings, is inked, wiped, and then printed. Also, a print made by this process. 
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expressionism. Art in which the emotions of an artist are paramount and take precedence 
over a rational and faithful-to-life rendering of subject matter. Expressionist 
compositions and forms therefore tend toward distortion and exaggeration. 

Fauves, les (French for wild beasts). Originally a contemptuous appellation for a group 
of French post-impressionist painters who exhibited their work at the Salon d'Automne in 
1905. Used strident color, violent distortions, and broad, bold brushwork. 

graphic arts. Class of visual arts in which lines, marks, or characters are impressed on a 
flat surface, usually paper. These include drawing, engraving, etching, lithography, and 
printing. 

intaglio. Term describing designs or forms carved or sunk into a surface instead of 
standing out from it. 

lithography. A planographic process that depends on the antipathy of grease to water. 
The design is drawn directly on a bed, traditionally of limestone, with a greasy crayon. 
The stone is wetted, then coated with an oily ink, which clings to the greasy design and is 
repelled by the wet areas. 

medium. The physical material or materials of which a work of art is made. 

mixed media. The use of several different materials in the same work of art. 

modern art. In strict historical terminology, modem art began in the middle of the 19th 
century with the realism of Gustave Courbet. At that time, art began to free itself from 
the strict requirements of subject matter and developed increasingly toward preoccupation 
with form. 

monotype. A print made by a planographic process in which an impression-usually only 
one-is taken from a metal plate on which a design has been made in oil color or printer's 
ink. 

nimbus. A glory in the form of a gold disc or a circle of light around the head of a sacred 
person in art. 

non-objective art. An umbrella term covering styles in modem art. Basically, it is the 
use of color, form, and texture (but not recognizable subject matter) as the content. 

pastiche. A work of art created in the style of another artist, or even of several artists, but 

not faked . 



patina. Greenish incrustation on the surface of old bronze. By extension, all forms of 
mellowing with age. 
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planography. Process of printing from a flat surface either by offset or direct placement. 

pre-Columbian art. Art of the Americas before 1492. Includes North American Indian 
art. 

primitivism. Naive conceptions and unsophisticated style of untutored artists. 

print. Impression or proof taken from any block or plate prepared for that purpose. 

proof. Print made for the artist to examine before the state is printed, either by the artist 
himself or by a printer. Also called artist's proof. 

silk screen. A stencil process of color reproduction, often used commercially to 
reproduce posters, etc. The design is divided according to color areas. For each color, a 
stencil is prepared on silk stretched over a frame. Paint is then squeezed through the 
respective screens. Also called serigraphy. 

stele. An upright slab used as a gravestone, especially by the ancient Greeks. Frequently 
sculpted or painted. 

surrealism. Originally a literary movement, officially inaugurated in 1924. Seeking to 
reveal the reality behind appearances, especially in a psychological sense, surrealism drew 
heavily on dreams, the irrational, and fantasy. Hence, the use of the dream imagery, 
automatism, and symbolism. Some major figures: Joan Miro, Salvador Dali , Max Ernst. 

triptych. A painted or carved work in three parts or panels arranged side by side. The 
flanking panels are usually half the width of the central panel and hinged so that they can 
be closed over the central panel. 

watercolor. Pigment pulverized with a water-soluble binder, such as gum arabic, and 
dissolved in a water vehicle. A transparent technique, in which the paper furnishes the 
highlights . 

woodcut. Print made from a woodblock which has been cut with the grain. The parts not 
cut away form the design. A relief process, also called woodblock print. 

(Ehresmann, Julia M. The Pocket Dictionary of Art Terms) 
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John Axton 

Artist Statement 

"In the strictest sense of the word "abstract," my work is abstract . .. Ifl live long 

enough, you'll see my work become completely abstract. One has to reach a level of total 

objectivity in order to deal with that. You see, the biggest difference between so-called 

abstraction and representation is that representation is an external thing, while abstraction 

is internal. Its genesis has to come from within the artist. It has its own autonomy, its 

own life, its own emotional character. It exists for no other reason" (Deats 17). 

Biography 

John Axton was born in Indiana in 1947. As he explains: "I started growing up in 

Illinois. I'm still working on it" (Murphy 22). He remembers as a boy exploring the deep, 

dry caves of Missouri, going deep enough to scare himself. Axton did not think of 

becoming an artist until he went to college. His father had died in the Korean war, and 

Axton had an impoverished childhood. He first earned a living painting billboards. 

Later, he worked for the Illinois State Museums before doing design work for a Denver 

engraving firm. In 1976 he decided to pursue art full time. In 1979 his wife's job transfer 

brought Axton, his wife, and their two children to Albuquerque. 

Artistic Issues 

Axton works primarily in oils and lithographs. He describes his work as 

"representational art with a feeling of mysticism. I try to transcend decoration. But I 
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don't have any so-called statement to make. I make paintings--that's where it starts and 

where it ends" (Murphy 24). Everything Axton does contributes to his art. He 

photographs and sketches scenes from what he sees and uses them as inspiration 

manipulating the color and shadow to suit his purpose. One Taos Pueblo scene carries 

the eye down an increasingly narrow passageway. He explains: "This is what I like: the 

funneling, the air of tension. Ifl were to paint this, I'd make this door active in some way. 

This is very [Edward] Hopper-ish" (Murphy 24 ). 

Axton considers himself a professional painter who does not get excited about his 

work. He simply puts up a canvas and begins working on a painting. According to 

Axton: "How they get finished is a lot of luck .... if you're an artist, the thirst is there 

from the beginning. What feeds you is something inside" (Murphy 24). He considers 

himself to be spiritual but not religious, and his works evoke this distinction: "'The 

mysticism in the work is just a feeling,' he says, 'not a belief system, not anything you 

could put into words.' And it is perhaps the generality of that vision, combined with the 

graphic impact of its expression" that universalizes his work (Bell 52). Rather than 

mystical or spiritual, Axton considers that his works are dream-like. The solitary figure 

and the minimal scene pull the viewer into the picture and erase all temporal boundaries. 

His paintings often evoke a meditative mood that borders on nostalgia; yet, "The 

nostalgia has more to do with a recognition of the feeling invoked by distant memories of 

certain places than with a recognition of the places themselves" (Deats 14 ). 
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Axton likes to paint minimal works, because minimalism is enough. Sometimes 

he will paint a series of minimal scenes, say of an adobe house with only a ladder to break 

the sweep of the wall and sky. Several of these scenes together create a connection to the 

others. He believes: "The simpler it [the painting] is, the more impact it has. And the 

more you leave out, the more the viewer puts in, and the more involved he gets" (Bell 

50). By eliminating anything extraneous, Axton emphasizes what remains. 
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Acoma Skies - 1 

Acoma Skies - John Axton 

color lithograph - Alphonsus Hall by Room 110 

Questions to Generate Discussion of Art 

I . N arne what you see in this painting. 

2. What in the painting do you find most interesting? Why? 

3. What elements of the scene does Axton make most important? How does he do 
so? 

4. What time of year is it? How do you know? 

5. What details do you notice about the woman? Look carefully at her. How is she 
dressed? What is she doing? What does the landscape tell us about her? 

6. Axton says his works have a mystical feel to them. What in this work creates a 
mystical effect? Consider line, form, color, texture. Axton also suggests that his 
works are dream-like. Do you have any other comments to add in regard to this 
description? 

7. What elements of light and shadow do you notice? How do they affect the 
subject? The mood? Is this picture idealized or factual? Explain your answers. 

8. What is the mood or feeling of this picture? Choose adjectives that appropriately 
describe this scene. 
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Acoma Skies - 2 

WRITING ACTIVITIES 

1. Imagine you could talk with this woman. Write an interview with her, or write 
one of the stories she tells you. 

2. Write a poem about the color blue. Either stay with one mood or explore the 
mood variations different shades of blue can create. Use a Synonym Finder to 
help you find synonyms for blue. 

3. Compare/contrast this lithograph with Dennis Downey's Pueblo Viejo and R. C. 
Gorman's Canyon de Chelly: (Night). Write a comparison/contrast essay 
analyzing the artists' depiction of setting and nature in these two works. 

4. Compare/contrast this lithograph with Rosalea Murphy's Untitled Adobe House. 
Research the construction of adobe buildings in the Southwest. Look especially 
for the role this work contributes to the community and the relationship of the 
adobe structure to the land. Write an informational article explaining your 
discoveries. 

CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE 

1. Read Ernest Hemingway's short story, "A Clean, Well-Lighted Place." Examine 
how both Hemingway and Axton use light and shadow to develop and establish 
mood. 

2. Read Paula Gunn Allen's poem, "Grandmother." Discuss how Axton's lithograph 
could serve as an illustration of Allen's poem. Consider the issues of mood, oral 
storytelling, and Indian mythology. 

3. Read Joy Harjo's poem, "Watching Crow, Looking South Towards the Manzano 
Mountains." Think about how the speaker in Harjo's poem might be the woman 
in Axton's lithograph. 

4. Read Adrienne Rich's poem, "Song." Explore how the woman in Rich's poem and 
the woman in Axton's color lithograph are not lonely although they might appear 
to be. How do both reflect the women's strength and self-reliance? 
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Acoma Skies - 3 

Cross References to Art 

John Axton -Last Buffalo 
color lithograph: Canisius hall by room 117 

Dennis Downey - Pueblo Viejo 
oil on canvas: language hall by room 229 

R. C. Gorman - Canyon de Chelly: (Night) 
color lithograph: language hall by room 231 

Rosalea Murphy - Untitled: Adobe House 
oil on canvas: Bellarmine hall by room 216 

Cross References to Literature 

Paula Gunn Allen - "Grandmother" * 
setting, tone: power of women; storytelling 

Louise Erdrich - "A Wedge of Shade" /\ 
theme: power of women 

Joy Harjo - "Watching Crow, Looking South Towards the Manzano Mountains"* 
setting, subject, tone: woman alone with nature 

Ernest Hemingway - "A Clean, Well-Lighted Place"$ 
setting and tone: use of shadow and light 

Adrienne Rich - "Song" # 
theme: strength in being alone 
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Last Buffalo - 1 

LAST BUFFALO - JOHN AXTON 

color lithograph - Canisius Hall by Room 117 

Questions To Generate Discussion of Art 

1. Paintings often have focal points, places the artist wants to emphasize. What do 
you think is the focal point(s) in this lithograph? How does the artist direct our 
attention? Consider line, movement, and color. 

2. Look carefully at the landscape. What do you note about the background? Is the 
sun rising or setting? How do you know? What information does the landscape, 
background, and use of light and shadow give us about the picture's meaning? 

3. What is the importance of the buffalo to American Indians? To the United States? 
In what ways is the buffalo symbolic? How has the buffalo become a mythic 

figure in our history? 

4. Axton says his works have a mystical feel to them. In what ways is this work 
mystical? How has Axton created this feel in this work? List adjectives to 
describe this work. 

5. Axton says he like to paint minimalist works because the more he leaves out the 
more the viewer has to put into the meaning. In this way he can pull the viewer 
into the piece. Do you think he has accomplished this goal with this work? 
Explain. 

6. Is this work trying to teach us something? What? Is it honest and objective? 
Support your answers. 
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last Buffalo - 2 

WRITING ACTIVITIES 

1. Research the importance of the buffalo to the American Indian way of life. Write 
an essay or newspaper article documenting what you discover. 

2. Research the slaughter of the buffalo during westward expansion. Write a poetic 
lament expressing the Indian's loss of the buffalo. 

3. Compare/contrast the image of the buffalo in Axton's Last Buffalo to at least one 
of the following: Rupert Garcia - Buffalo Hunter, Kirk Hughey - Buffalo, 
Armond Lara - Bisonte Blanco en Verde, and Amado Pena - Madonna de! 
Bisonte . Consider especially the colors, setting, size, and position of the buffalo. 
Write a comparison/contrast essay analyzing one or more of the following in at 
least two of the works: the depiction of the buffalo, the artist's attitude toward the 
buffalo (tone), and the mood of two or more of the works. 

CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE 

1. Read the "Legend of the Trail of Tears" as retold by Elizabeth Sullivan. Analyze 
how Axton captures the theme of a lost way of life in Last Buffalo. 

2. Read Alfred, Lord Tennyson's poem, "The Eagle." Examine how both Tennyson 
and Axton elevate a single animal to prominence. 

3. Read Americo Paredes' poem, "Guitarreros." 
a. Lines 1-4 connect the mesquite to the night sky in a way meant to suggest 

the connection of nature. How does Axton develop this same image? 
b. The guitarreros sing of a past time when men would ride out on bull hunts. 

In what ways does Axton recall a past time with his lone buffalo? How 
does he create a similar mood? 

4. Read Leslie Marmon Silko's poem "Story from Bear Country." 
a. Examine how the bear in this poem, like the buffalo in Axton's color 

lithograph, has been raised to mythic proportions. 
b. Research the importance of the buffalo and the bear in American Indian 

culture. 



Cross References to Art 

Rupert Garcia - Buffalo Hunter 
color lithograph: Bellarmine hall by room 211 

Kirk Hughey - Buffalo 
oil on canvas: stairs by northeast entrance 

Armond Lara - Bisonte Blanco en Verde 
oil on canvas: language hall by room 227 

Amado Pena - Madonna de! Bisonte 
watercolor on paper: faculty commons 

Cross References to Literature 

America Paredes - "Guitarreros" #* 
themes: lost way of life 

respect for and importance of nature 

Leslie Marmon Silko - "Story from Bear Country" #* 
subject: depiction of animal important in Native American culture 

Elizabeth Sullivan - "Legend of the Trail of Tears" * 
theme: lost way of life 

Alfred, Lord Tennyson - "The Eagle" 
myth and symbol: raising a creature to mythic proportions 
figurative language: personification of an animal 
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Last Buffalo - 3 
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Will Barnet 

Biography 

Will Barnet was born in the seacoast town of Beverly, Massachusetts, in 1911. At 

twelve he set up a studio in his basement. His first subjects were his family, and he 

admired Rembrandt and Daumier because their works treated people humanely. Barnet's 

early work was taken from the scenes of life he saw around him, but he continued to use 

his family as subjects, because he believed he could express universal values through 

them. Barnet married in 1935 and along with his wife had three sons. In 1953 he married 

a second time, and he and his wife had a daughter. All these family members have served 

as subjects or models in his work. 

Artistic Issues 

The Great Depression of the 1930s provided Barnet with social issues which 

fueled his work for several years. After World War II he began concentrating on abstract 

imagery. During this time he began working with a flatter plane and softer colors. By the 

early 1960s he returned to figurative paintings and scenes of the sea using family and 

friends. His "settings are quiet and serene, forms are sharp and vivid and the presentation 

of each work is dramatically direct and always dignified and serious" (Wooden 7). In 

many ways his works are reminiscent of nineteenth century American painting. Yet, his 

reductionist style also suggests an Oriental influence. In most cases his figures blend in 

with his scenery. Barnet seeks to convey "the strength of the human self and its inner 
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resources, and his subjects clearly register the great potential of the human being to be 

alone without necessarily experiencing loneliness or boredom-a potential which signifies 

true freedom of the self but one which is seemingly realized all too infrequently in 

everyday contemporary life" (Wooden 7). 

Women are a focal point in Barnet's oeuvre. He often depicts women waiting for 

something; yet, as mentioned, they do not appear lonely: "His human beings are caught 

in moments when they are natural and unposed. On their faces we see sadness, 

absorption and concentration in what they are doing or else in thoughts and moods which 

come to them in moments of respite before or after they engage in characteristic 

activities" (Doty 3). Although Barnet's color and line suggest New England, it is 

impossible to be certain. The women are usually elongated figures, often draped in 

shawls. Barnet has said of his propensity to paint women: "I think it is important that 

there be beauty in painting, and women are beautiful to paint ... I see women as symbols 

of strength and hope .. . . These paintings [Women and the Sea] are about endurance" 

(Trucco 98). However, Barnet sees women's roles as more than waiting for their men. 

He has said that these paintings "relate not just to a solitary figure facing the ocean, but 

also to the many roles of women in the seafaring world of New England" ("Close" 88). 

Barnet's Women and the Sea series especially illustrates his issues with female 

subjects. Their sparse composition and muted colors suggest the cool, restrained traits 

Barnet sees as characteristic of the New England Transcendentalists. He thinks 

Expressionism looks more European than American and believes America could use a 
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painting tradition which looks like it came from American roots. He says: "New 

England, which produced such a rich American literary tradition in the 19th century can 

offer the same tradition to an artist ... The Women and the Sea series is constructed as an 

effort to create a visual epic of America, one rooted in symbolism rather than realism" 

(Trucco 98). The New England widows' walks on sea captains' houses reinforce Barnet's 

intentions. In addition, the womanly "curves 'soften' the straight lines, as the presence 

and the memory of the woman on the shore soften life for the voyager on the seas; 

and, ... the wife or other female dependent of the seafarer is held in a cage of straight 

lines ... as implacable and inescapable as the sea itself' (Getlein 3). 

These works also evoke a classical theme as women have waited by the sea for 

their men to come home since before the days of Homer. Other references to classical 

Greece are suggested by the titles of many of Barnet's works, such as Circe and Three 

Muses. Additional aspects of Greek thought are seen in his use ofrestricted depth and 

sparse images. He adheres to the Greek idea of nothing to excess. As in the case of 

Greek vase painting, in particular, "the beauty of delicate and gracefully flowing lines is 

one of the most striking and distinguishing characteristics of Barnet's recent works" 

(Wooden 12). The rounded shape of Circe especially suggests the confines of shape 

inherent in the paintings on the inside of Greek drinking vessels from the sixth and fifth 

centuries B. C. The crow is another important symbol in Barnet's work and one which 

suggests Greek mythology, as the crow symbolized hope and often appeared with Greek 

deities. 
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Barnet is especially interested in landscape which plays an important role both in 

Women and the Sea and his mythologically inspired works. He explains: "I want to 

portray how landscape becomes significant in relation to the people in it .. . [New 

England] can be beautiful and then a wind can blow up. To me an oncoming storm is like 

the emotions of life-turbulent and quick to rise from a superficial calm" ("Close" 88-89). 
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Circe - 1 

Circe - Will Barnet 

color silkscreen - Canisius Hall by room 123 

Questions to Generate Discussion of Art 

1. Describe what you see in this piece. 

2. Describe the details of setting. To help you, use the three student handouts: 
Understanding Landscape or Setting. 

3. How much of the available space does Circe occupy in this silkscreen? What are 
the effects of this use of space? 

4. What is the focal point in this piece? How does Barnet focus your attention here? 

5. Look carefully at Circe's face. What do you see? What seems to be her mood? 
Think of adjectives to describe this mood. How would you characterize Circe? 
You may wish to use the student work sheet, Understanding Portraits, to help you. 

6. What is Circe doing? How do her actions connect with your thoughts about her 
mood and her character? 

7. Barnet's women have been described as being caught in moments that are natural 
and unposed. Do you agree with this description as it applies to Circe? 

8. What colors has Barnet used? How do these color choices impact your emotional 
response to this work? 

9. Circe in Greek mythology is not a gentle woman. She is the daughter of Hecate, 
the supreme sorceress, and the sister of Medea, the notorious child-killer. Circe, 
like her mother, mastered the arts of brews and potions, poisons and herbs, and 
spells and transformations. In a jealous rage she turned a beautiful rival into the 
six-headed monster Scylla. She turned Odysseus' men into swine and held them 
captive with Odysseus on her island while she enjoyed Odysseus' carnal charms, 
thus delaying their return to their families after the Trojan War. 



How does Circe's mythological history clash with Barnet's portrait of her? Are 
there any hints of the Circe as depicted in Greek mythology? 
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10. The circular shape of Circe evokes the paintings on the inside of Greek drinking 
vessels from the sixth and fifth centuries B. C. Greek vase and vessel painting was 
noted for its delicate and graceful lines. It also ascribed to the Greek notion of 
nothing to excess. How has Barnet captured the Greek spirit and ideals in this 
silkscreen? 
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Circe - 2 

WRITING ACTIVITIES 

1. Research the history of Circe in Greek mythology. Write an essay comparing and 
contrasting mythology's depiction of her with Barnet's depiction of her. 

2. Write a character sketch of Circe as you see her in Barnet's Circe. 

3. In Circe, Circe is shown feeding crows. Research the significance of the crow and 
other birds in mythology. Find as many explanations of bird symbols in as many 
different cultures as possible. Write a research report on the importance of birds 
in various cultures. 

4. Barnet's work has been described as reductionist and Oriental in style. Write an 
imagist poem or a haiku using Circe as inspiration. 

CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE 

1. Circe is a Greek mythological character known for her sorcery abilities. Her 
mother was the supreme witch Hecate, her sister the notorious child-murderer 
Medea. Myths deal with many of the basic questions man has about himself, the 
world, and his place in the world. Because many of these questions deal with the 
unsettling concerns of man, many of the myths deal with violence and passion. 

Read one or more of the following: "The Monkey's Paw" by W.W. Jacobs, "Old 
Man of the Temple" by R. K. Narayan, "Diamond Island: Alcatraz" by Darryl 
Babe Wilson, "By the Waters of Babylon" by Stephen Vincent Benet, "Story from 
Bear Country" by Leslie Marmon Silko, "The Great Spirit Names the Animal 
People: How Coyote Came by His Power" by Mourning Dove, "Zuma Chowt's 
Cave" by Opal Lee Popkes, and "The Revenge of Hannah Kemhuft'' by Alice 
Walker. 

In what ways are these stories mythological? What do they teach man about the 
nature of himself and his place in the world? 

2. "Song" by Adrienne Rich explores the seeming paradox of being alone without 
being lonely. In what way does Circe explore this same theme? 
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3. Read "A Blessing" by James Wright. In this poem the speaker receives a blessing 
from and experiences kinship with all living things. The loneliness of all living 
things is also explored. In what way or ways does Circe seem to experience these 
same issues? 
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Circe - 3 

Cross References to Art 

Will Barnet - The Three Muses 
poster: finance office hall 

---Way to the Sea 
color silkscreen: conference room hall 

Helen Hardin - Changing Woman 
color etching and aquatint: Jesuit residence dining room 

---Listening Woman 
color etching and aquatint: Jesuit residence dining room 

Armond Lara - Bisonte Blanco on Verde 
oil on canvas: language hall by room 22 7 

Amado Pena - Madonna def Bisonte (White Buffalo) 
watercolor on paper: faculty commons 

Cross References to Literature 

Stephen Vincent Benet - "By the Waters of Babylon"@ 
subject: mythology 

Mourning Dove - "The Great Spirit Names the Animal People: How Coyote Came by 
His Power"* 

subject: mythology 

Edith Hamilton - Mythology @ 
subject: Greek mythology 

W. W. Jacobs - "The Monkey's Paw" @ 
subject: mythology 

R. K. Narayan - "Old Man of the Temple" @ 
subject: mythology 



Opal Lee Popkes - "Zuma Chowt's Cave"* 
subject: mythology 

Adrienne Rich - "Song"# 
theme: alone without being lonely 

Leslie Marmon Silko - "Story from Bear Country"# and Ceremony= 
subject: mythology 

Sophocles - The Oedipus Cycle $/\= including Antigone @ 
subject: mythology 

Alice Walker - "The Revenge of Hannah Kemhuff' * 
subject: mythology 

Darryl Babe Wilson - "Diamond Island: Alcatraz" @ 
subject: kinship with nature; mythology 

James Wright - "A Blessing" @ 
theme: kinship with nature; loneliness of life 
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Way to the Sea - 1 

Way to the Sea - Will Barnet 

color silkscreen - conference room hall 

Questions to Generate Discussion of Art 

1. Describe what you see in this silkscreen. 

2. What are the women doing? Describe what you see in the face of the woman in 
the foreground. 

3. What colors has Barnet used? What do these colors contribute to the mood of the 
piece? How do these color choices influence your attitude toward this piece? 

4. Look carefully at the lines in this piece. Where do you see straight lines? Where 
do you see curved lines? What impact do the straight and curved lines have on 
one another and on the entire piece? 

5. Barnet's work has been characterized as reductionist. What elements in this work 
contribute to this description? 

6. Barnet has said he likes to portray landscape in relation to the people in it, trying 
to connect the landscape to the mood of the people. Do you think he has 
succeeded in this case? Why or why not? 

7. Barnet likes to paint women because as he explains: "I think it is important that 
there be beauty in painting, and women are beautiful to paint ... I see women as 
symbols of strength and hope ... These paintings are about endurance" (Trucco 
98). What elements in Way to the Sea support Barnet's stated intentions? 
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Way to the Sea - 2 

WRITING ACTIVITIES 

1. Imagine you could talk with these women. Choose one of the following activities: 

a. Write your interview of these women including your questions and their 
answers. You may wish to get a library book or another source explaining 
how to interview someone successfully. 

b. Write a story explaining what has brought them to this place. 
c. Write a narrative poem about Way to the Sea . 

2. Way to the Sea uses sparse composition and muted colors to suggest the cool, 
restrained traits Barnet sees as characteristic of the New England 
Transcendentalists. Research the Transcendentalists in American literature. 
Write an essay showing how Way to the Sea emulates the characteristics of the 
Transcendentalists. 

3. Research New England coastal towns in the nineteenth century which relied on 
seafaring for their economies. Look especially for information on women's roles 
in supporting this life. Write a research paper showing how Barnet has captured 
the aura of these towns and the women who wait for their returning loved ones. 

4. Write an essay analyzing the landscape or setting of Way to the Sea. Use your 
student handouts or the information provided in the writing section of your 
textbook to learn how to write about setting. 

5. Sarah Orne Jewett wrote: "A harbor, even if it is a little harbor, is a good thing, 
since adventures come into it as well as go out, and the life in it grows strong, 
because it takes something from the world and has something to give in return" 
(Bartlett 683). Write a story or a poem using this quotation and Way to the Sea as 
source and inspiration material. 

CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE 

1. Read Gwendolyn Brooks' "The Sonnet-Ballad," John Updike's "Ex-Basketball 
Player," Katherine Anne Porter's "The Jilting of Granny Weatherall," and Alice 
Munro's "Prue." Each of these literary pieces deals with the loss of dreams and 
hopes. Analyze the tone of these pieces. Use the student handout on analyzing 
tone to help you. In what ways does Way to the Sea evoke the same tone and 
theme of loss as the literary pieces? 
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2. Read one or more of the following: "A Worn Path" by Eudora Welty, "The Death 
of the Hired Man" by Robert Frost, Antigone by Sophocles, "The Tropics in New 
York" by Claude McKay, "Marian Anderson: Famous Concert Singer" by 
Langston Hughes, "Leiningen Versus the Ants" by Carl Stephenson, and "With 
All Flags Flying" by Anne Tyler. The characters in these literary pieces maintain 
their dignity and exhibit inner strength even through adversity. In what ways do 
Barnet's women in Way to the Sea reveal a similar strength and dignity? What is 
their adversity? 

3. Read Mary Gordon's essay on the Impressionist painter Mary Cassatt in the 
freshman textbook or through another source. Think especially about this excerpt: 
"Cassatt changed the iconography of the depiction of mothers and children. Hers 

do not look out into and meet the viewer's eye; neither supplicating nor seductive, 
they are absorbed in their own inner thoughts. Minds are at work here, a 
concentration unbroken by an awareness of themselves as objects to be gazed at 
by the world." In what ways does this description of Cassatt's subjects apply to 
Barnet's subjects in Way to the Sea? 

4. Read "Oread" by H. D. and "Water" by Robert Lowell. Contrast the image of the 
sea to Barnet's depiction of it in Way to the Sea. 

5. Oedipus Rex and Antigone by Sophocles, "A Visit to Grandmother" by William 
Melvin Kelley, and "Two Tramps in Mud Time" by Robert Frost explore the 
dignity and worth of the individual. In what way does Barnet explore the same 
theme in Way to the Sea? 



Cross References to Art 

John Axton - Last Buffalo 
color lithograph: Canisius hall by room 117 

--- Acoma Skies 
color lithograph: Alphonsus hall by room 110 

Will Barnet - Circe 
color silkscreen: Canisius Hall by room 123 

R. C. Gorman - Canyon de Chelly: (Day) 
color lithograph: language hall by room 231 

--- Canyon de Chelly: (Night) 
color lithograph: language hall by room 231 

Helen Hardin - Changing Woman 
color etching and aquatint: Jesuit residence dining room 

--- Deerslayer's Dream 
color etching and aquatint: Jesuit residence dining room 

Cross References to Literature 

Gwendolyn Brooks - "The Sonnet-Ballad" @ 
theme: loss of dreams, hope 

Lucille Clifton - "miss rosie" @ 
theme: dignity and worth of the individual 

H. D. (Hilda Doolittle) - "Oread" # 
subject: sea image 

Robert Frost - "The Death of the Hired Man" # 
theme: dignity and inner strength 
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Way to the Sea - 3 



---"Two Tramps in Mud Time" @ 
theme: dignity and worth of the individual 

Mary Gordon - "Mary Cassatt" @ 
theme: inner thoughts; being on view 

Langston Hughes - "Marian Anderson: Famous Concert Singer"@ 
theme: dignity and inner strength 

John Keats - "Ode To A Nightingale"+ 
mood: sense of melancholy; regret 

William Melvin Kelley - "A Visit to Grandmother"@# 
theme: dignity and worth of the individual 

Harper Lee - To Kill A Mockingbird @ 
theme: dignity and worth of the individual 

Robert Lowell - "Water"# 
theme: sea image 

Claude McKay - "The Tropics in New York"# 
theme: dignity and inner strength 

Alice Munro - "Prue" /\ 
theme: loss of dreams, hope 

Katherine Anne Porter - "The Jilting of Granny Weatherall" #/\ 
theme: loss of dreams, hope 

Chaim Potok - The Chosen @ 
theme: dignity and worth of the individual 

Christina Rossetti - "A Birthday" + 
theme: strong women 

Sophocles - The Oedipus Cycle $/\= including Antigone @ 
theme: dignity and inner strength; dignity and worth of the individual 

Carl Stephenson - "Leiningen Versus the Ants"@ 
theme: dignity and inner strength 
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Anne Tyler - "With All Flags Flying" @ 
theme: dignity and inner strength 

John Updike - "Ex-Basketball Player" @ 
theme: loss of dreams, hope 

Eudora Welty - "A Worn Path" W' 
theme: dignity and inner strength 
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R. C. Gorman 

Biography 

Rudolph Carl Gorman was born in 1932 in the historic Canyon de Chelly located 

on the Navajo Reservation in the northeastern part of Arizona. Within its steep cliffs are 

the ancient ruins of the Anasazi. In the winter of 1864, the Navajo were driven by the 

United States government to take The Long Walk some three hundred miles to Fort 

Sumner in New Mexico. After four years of imprisonment, the Navajo chief, Manuelito, 

and twelve other chiefs signed a peace treaty. In 1868 the Navajos were allowed to return 

to their homeland. Their numbers reduced to about one-fourth in size, they began 

reservation life. Of those who survived was R. C. Gorman's paternal great-grandfather. 

Gorman began drawing at the age of three. Because his family was poor, he drew 

in the sand and sculpted with mud. He quickly abandoned the name Rudolph, signing his 

work, R. C., instead. This is the name recognized universally. Gorman was reared as 

most Navajo children, and he early learned to raise the family sheep. Only the wealthy 

Navajo had cattle or horses. 

Gorman's ancestry is rich in artistic culture. He comes from a long line of sand 

painters, silversmiths, and weavers. One of his ancestors was the Navajo chief, 

Manuelito; many others were chanters and holy men. His paternal grandparents founded 

the first Presbyterian Mission at Chinel. His grandmother translated into Navajo thirty

one hymns which are still used today. 
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Gorman's father, born Carl Nelson Gorman in 1907, was one of the first Indian 

artists to move away from the traditional arts into a more personal expression. He is one 

of the first artists of his generation not to receive training at the Santa Fe Indian School 

and one of the first to receive art training at an Anglo school. After his service in World 

War II, when he worked as one of the Navajo Code Talkers, he began his art training. He 

also eventually became one of the foremost experts on Navajo culture. Because Gorman 

separated early from his wife, R. C. claims little influence from him. 

Gorman does take inspiration from the many women in his life. His women are 

his signature subjects, and he paints them as strong, enduring women who go about the 

business of life. His great-grandmother took control of his care after his premature birth. 

Gorman says of these women: "The women in my life are my charcoal. They are soft 

and strong like my great-grandmother who gave me life" (Monthan 5). 

After school Gorman served in the Navy during the Korean War. This was the 

first time he had been outside of New Mexico or Arizona. His experiences led him 

ultimately to decide to enroll in college away from the reservation. After a trip to 

Mexico, where he was introduced to the Mexican muralists Orozco, Rivera, Siqueiros, 

and Tamayo, he secured a grant from the Navajo Tribal Council to study in Mexico. 

There he began to discover the personal style which would secure his place in the art 

world. Gorman began painting in oils and then moved to acrylics. In 1970 he began 

working in lithography. In 1977 he began working in silk-screening, sculpture, and 

ceramics. 
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Artistic Issues 

One of Gorman's important themes is Navajo rugs. He explains: "I have been 

using the design motifs of Indian rugs and pottery for my paintings because one day these 

things are going to be no more" (Monthan 27). A familiar theme is women. Gorman 

likes to paint full-bodied women, "something you can put your two arms around and feel 

a real woman. I like the ample figure because it fills space softly," he says (Monthan 27). 

Gorman remembers that when he was a boy both his mother and his teacher spanked him 

for drawing a picture of a nude woman. "In 1974 art critic Dr. Harry Wood noted: 

'Gorman's women wear their blankets like the spotless chasubles of priestesses.' And 

later: 'In the bound black hair, he discovers an infinite alphabet of shapes. Only the 

Japanese have known how to make a bundle of black hair the key that locks together a 

whole drawing. There is a grace in these mighty women . .. "' (Monthan 27). Gorman's 

women epitomize the archeypal images of women: strong and enduring, yet soft and 

peaceful. They are accustomed to daily work which is often demanding, yet they remain 

graceful, hearkening back to a simpler time. 

Gorman does not paint political statements. He has said: "I'm not politically 

inclined--toward 'Red Power' .. . I don't really consider myself different. I'm Indian, yes, 

but the only time I realize I am is when I'm told I am. I see myself first of all as an artist" 

(Monthan 29). His friend and mentor, John Manchester, noted that Gorman likes to 

"portray the beautiful essence of the Indian. He portrays the Indian as he likes to see 

himself' (Monthan 29). 
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Canyon de Chelly: (Night) - 1 

Canyon de Chelly: (Night) - R. C. Gorman 

color lithograph - language hall by room 231 

Questions to Generate Discussion of Art 

1. What do you first notice about the landscape? Why do you notice this first? 

2. Where is the sun? Notice the stars in the sky. What time of night do you think it 
is? 

3. What role does light play in this work? How important is Gorman's use of light? 

4. What is the relation between the woman and the landscape? Is she at ease in this 
setting? What is her viewpoint of this nature scene? 

5. Describe the feeling of the canyon that Gorman presents. Describe the woman's 
feelings toward the landscape. You may with to use the student handouts on 
Understanding Landscape and Setting. 

6. Is the landscape expressive of spiritual forces? Why? 

7. Who is this woman? Why is she out here? 
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Canyon de Chelly: (Night) - 2 

WRJTING ACTIVITIES 

I . Research Canyon de Chelly which is located on the Navajo Reservation in the 
northeastern part of Arizona. Write a research report about the historical 
significance of this canyon to the Navajo. 

2. Gorman comes from a long line of sand painters. Research sand painting. Write 
a research report about the significance of sand painting to American Indians, the 
Navaho in particular. 

3. Imagine you could interview this woman. Write a story of her life. You might try 
using the diary or journal form. 

4. Write a poem which expresses the beauty of a setting or landscape you have found 
mspmng. 

CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE 

1. Canyon de Chelly: (Night) celebrates nature and its spiritual importance to man. 
It also explores the overwhelming power nature has over mankind. Many works 
by both Native Americans and non-Natives explore these same issues. Read the 
literary pieces listed below and discuss the way these authors and R . C. Gorman 
have depicted these landscape issues in their works. 

"To Build a Fire" by Jack London, "Look, Stranger ... " by W. H. Auden, "Story 
from Bear Country" by Leslie Silko, "Hurricane" by Archibald MacLeish, "The 
Negro Speaks of Rivers" by Langston Hughes, "Chee's Daughter" by Juanita 
Platero and Siyowin Miller, "Through the Tunnel" by Doris Lessing, "Having 
viewed the moon ... " by Chiyojo, "Storyteller" by Leslie Silko, and "Three Songs 
to Mark the Night" by Judith lvaloo Volborth. 

2. The woman in Canyon de Chelly: (Night) is alone, yet she seems not to be lonely. 
Read some or all of the literary pieces listed. Each deals with the theme of being 

alone without being lonely. 

"Song" by Adrienne Rich, "The Old People Speak of Death" by Quincy Troupe, 
"The Fish" by Elizabeth Bishop, and the "The Guest" by Albert Camus. 
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3. Although the woman in Canyon de Chelly: (Night) appears not to feel lonely in 
being alone, many artists have explored the theme of loneliness as a part of the 
human condition. Sometimes, of course, a person feels lonely even when 
surrounded by people. Read the following literary pieces which explore 
loneliness as a condition of man. Discuss whether or not you believe this concept 
to be true. 

"Sophistication" by Sherwood Anderson, "The Sculptor's Funeral" by Willa 
Cather, "The Street" by Octavio Paz, "The Child by Tiger" by Thomas Wolfe, 
"Miss Brill" by Katherine Mansfield, "There Are a Lot of Ways to Die" by Neil 
Bissoondath~ and "A Jury of Her Peers" by Susan Glaspell. 



Cross References to Art 

John Axton - Acoma Skies 
color lithograph: Alphonsus hall by room 110 

---Taos Echoes 
color lithograph: Canisius hall by room 110 

Will Barnet - Circe 
color silkscreen: Canisius hall by room 123 

---The Three Muses: finance office hall 

---Way to the Sea: conference room hall 

Frantz Courtens - Moulin Soir (Evening Windmill) 
oil on canvas: library 

Dennis Downey - Evening 
oil on canvas: computer hall by room 130 

---Pueblo Viejo 
oil on canvas: language hall by room 229 

---Storm on Ghost Mesa 
oil on canvas: lecture hall 

Ramon Mitchell Froman - Kerrville 
watercolor on paper: language hall by room 231 

R. C. Gorman - Canyon de Chelly: (Day) 
color lithograph: language hall by room 231 

Harry Krastner - Untitled (Surreal Landscape) 
gouache on paper: faculty commons 

Jean Richardson - Mesa Journey 
color aquatint: Bellarmine hall by room 219 
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Canyon de Chelly: (Night) - 3 



Paul Shapiro - Mountain Village 
oil on canvas: board room 

Cross References to Literature 

Sherwood Anderson - "Sophistication"# 
theme: loneliness 

W. H. Auden - "Look Stranger ... " # 
theme: landscape issues 

Elizabeth Bishop - "The Fish" @# 
theme: alone without loneliness 

Neil Bissoondath - "There Are a Lot of Ways to Die"/\ 
theme: loneliness; outcast 

Albert Camus - "The Guest" /\ 
theme: alone without loneliness 

Willa Cather - "The Sculptor's Funeral"# 
theme: loneliness 

Chiyojo - "Having viewed the moon ... "@ 
theme: landscape issues 

Susan Glaspell - "A Jury of Her Peers" /\ 
theme: loneliness 

A. E. Housman - "Loveliest of Trees"+ 
theme: landscape issues 

Langston Hughes - "The Negro Speaks of Rivers" # 
theme: landscape issues 

Doris Lessing - "Through the Tunnel" @ 
theme: landscape issues 
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Jack London - "To Build A Fire" # 
setting and theme: landscape issues 

Archibald MacLeish - "Hurricane"# 
theme: landscape issues 

Katherine Mansfield - "Miss Brill" /\ 
theme: loneliness 

Octavio Paz - "The Street" @ 
theme: loneliness 

Juanita Platero and Siyowin Miller - "Chee's Daughter" @ 
setting and theme: landscape issues 

Adrienne Rich - "Song"# 
theme: alone without loneliness 

Percy Bysshe Shelly - "Ode to the West Wind" + 
theme: landscape issues 

Leslie Marmon Silko - "Story from Bear Country"#; "Storyteller" * 
theme: landscape issues 

Quincy Troupe - "The Old People Speak of Death"@ 
theme: alone without loneliness 

Judith Ivaloo Volborth - "Three Songs to Mark the Night" * 
theme: landscape issues 

Thomas Wolfe - "The Child by Tiger" /\ 
theme: loneliness; outcast 
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Carol's Blanket - I 

Carol's Blanket - R. C. Gorman 

color silkscreen - English office, room 133 

Questions to Generate Discussion of Art: 

1. What does the woman's face tell you about herself? What do the woman's 
hairstyle and clothing contribute to your understanding of who she is? 

2. How much space does the woman occupy? What effect is gained by this? 

3. Is the view three-quarter or profile? (Usually a three-quarter view affords the 
artist the greatest opportunity to reveal personality.) If three-quarter, does it 
suggest motion? If profile, is the emphasis decorative or psychological? Is the 
figure related to the viewer in any way, possibly through glance or gesture? 

4. This color silkscreen is a double portrait. What ties the two figures together? 

5. Who is Carol? What does the title of this work add to your understanding of the 
piece? 

6. Blue is often a symbol of power and spiritual force for Southwest Indians. Do you 
think it plays this role in this piece? Why? 
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Carol's Blanket - 2 

WRITING ACTIVITIES 

1. Write a poem expressing the emotional bond between a mother and her child. 

2. Research the mother as an archetypal symbol. Write a descriptive paper on 
Carol's Blanket as the image of the archetypal mother. 

3. Gorman has said: "The women in my life are my charcoal. They are soft and 
strong like my great-grandmother who gave me life" (Monthan 5). Write a 
character sketch of someone (female or male) in your life who has inspired you 
and shaped you into the person you are today. 

4. The art critic Dr. Harry Wood has commented on Gorman's work: "Gorman's 
women wear their blankets like the spotless chasubles of priestesses .... In the 
bound black hair, he discovers an infinite alphabet of shapes. Only the Japanese 
have known how to make a bundle of black hair the key that locks together a 
whole drawing. There is a grace in these mighty women ... " (Monthan 27). 
Write a descriptive essay of Carol's Blanket using Wood's comments as points to 
consider and discuss. 

5. Write an essay comparing Gorman's depiction of women with Francisco Zufiiga's 
depiction. You may wish to use Zufiiga's Grupo de Mujeres, Pescadoras, or 
Soledad Acostada. You may also consider other Gorman pieces such as Evie, 
Laughing Sisters, or Walking Women. 

CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE 

1. Many artists have depicted an image of mother similar to Gorman's. Read the 
following literary pieces and discuss how their portrayal of mother celebrates the 
loving connections between a mother and her child. 

"Size and Sheer Will" by Sharon Olds, "First Lesson" by Philip Booth, "Through 
the Tunnel" by Doris Lessing, "The Fortress" by Anne Sexton,from "I Am 
Joaquin" by Rodolfo Gonzales, and Nectar In A Sieve by Kamala Markandaya. 

2. Read the following literary pieces and discuss how each author, as well as 
Gorman, have depicted women as competent, dignified, and/or compassionate. 
"A Visit to Grandmother" by William Melvin Kelley, "Everyday Use" by Alice 
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Walker,from "To Be Young, Gifted and Black" by Lorraine Hansberry, To Kill A 
Mockingbird by Harper Lee, and Antigone by Sophocles. 

3. The following works explore the sensitive and nurturing relationships people can 
have between themselves and someone who is not their mother. Read them and 
discuss how each author develops this idea. Also, discuss the methods Gorman 
and the authors use to communicate their characters' emotions. 

"Abalone, Abalone, Abalone" by Toshio Mori, "I Am Not Lonely" by Gabriela 
Mistral, "With All Flags Flying" by Anne Tyler, "A Wedge of Shade" by Louise 
Erdrich, and "Winter Night" by Kay Boyle, and The Prince of Tides by Pat 
Conroy. 

4. In Mary Gordon's essay about Mary Cassatt, found in the freshman anthology, 
Gordon writes, "They [feminist art critics] allowed us to begin to see her [Cassatt] 
for what she is: a master of line and color whose great achievement was to take 
the 'feminine' themes of mothers, children, women with their thoughts alone, to 
endow them with grandeur without withholding from them the tenderness that fits 
so easily alongside the rigor of her art" (502). Discuss the way Gorman's art could 
be classified similarly to Cassatt's. 



Cross References to Art 

R. C. Gorman - Evie 
mono-toned silkscreen: first floor stairs by lecture hall 

Doug Hyde - Water Woman 
carved and polished granite: senior courtyard 

Amado Pena - El Metate 
color silkscreen: finance office hall 

Burt Rivet, S. J. - Madonna and Child 
ceramic: computer hall by room 130 

Unknown, 18th century Russian - The Virgin 
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Carol's Blanket - 3 

egg tempera and gold leaf on panel: stairs across from theology offices 

Cross References to Literature 

Philip Booth - "First Lesson" @ 
theme: mother/child 

Kay Boyle - "Winter Night"# 
theme: nurturing relationships 

Pat Conroy - The Prince of Tides $ 
theme: nurturing relationships 

Louise Erdrich - Love Medicine*; "A Wedge of Shade"/\ 
theme: nurturing relationships 

Rodolfo Gonzales - from "I Am Joaquin" # 
theme: mother/child 

Lorraine Hansberry - "To Be Young, Gifted and Black"# 
theme: competent, dignified women 



Ben Jonson - "On My First Son" + 
theme: parental love 

William Melvin Kelley - "A Visit to Grandmother" @# 
theme: compassionate, dignified women 

Harper Lee - To Kill A Mockingbird @ 
theme: compassionate, strong women 

Doris Lessing - "Through the Tunnel" @ 
theme: mother/child 

Kamala Markandaya - Nectar In A Sieve $ 
theme: mother/child 

Gabriela Mistral - "I Am Not Lonely" @ 
theme: nurturing relationships 

Toshio Mori - "Abalone, Abalone, Abalone" @ 
theme: nurturing relationships 

Sharon Olds - "Size and Sheer Will" @ 
theme: mother/child 

Anne Sexton - "The Fortress"# 
theme: mother/child 

Sophocles - Antigone @=$A 
theme: competent, dignified women 

Dylan Thomas - "Fern Hill" + 
theme: life cycles 

Anne Tyler - "With All Flags Flying" @ 
theme: nurturing relationships 

Alice Walker - "Everyday Use" A 
theme: competent, dignified women; mother/child 
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Navaho Code Talker - I 

Navaho Code Talker - R. C. Gorman 

Cast Bronze with Dark Brown Patina - Front Entrance Foyer 

Questions to Generate Discussion of Art 

1. Look carefully at this man. Study his eyes, mouth, expression, and hair. List 
adjectives that describe his physical features. List adjectives that describe what 
this man is like, the kind of man he is. Use one or both handouts: Understanding 
Portraits. 

2. How has Gorman individualized this man? How has Gorman created a sense of 
universality in his creation? 

3. Why do we photograph people, paint portraits of people, or carve busts of people? 
Why do you think Gorman cast this bronze bust? This man is Gorman's father. 
Knowing this, do you have anything to add about why you think Gorman cast this 
piece or what you think Gorman's attitude is toward his subject? 

4. What is your emotional reaction to this piece? Explain your answer in terms of 
what you see. 
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Navaho Code Talker - 2 

WRITING ACTIVITIES 

1. Write a poem or essay expressing your respect and admiration for an important 
mentor or parent figure in your life. 

2. Write a eulogy for someone important in your life. 

3. Research the role the Navaho Code Talkers played in secret Allied 
communications during World War II. Write an analytical essay discussing their 
role. 

CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE 

1. Read any or all of the following works: 

Gwendolyn Brooks - "In Honor of David Anderson Brooks, My Father" 
Jesse Stuart - "Another April" 
Dylan Thomas - "Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good Night" 
Marnie Walsh - "Thomas Iron Eyes" 
Anna Lee Walters - "Hartico" 
Ramona C. Wilson - "Keeping Hair" 

Each of these works deals with the speaker's respect for an elder. Write a poem or 
essay expressing your respect and admiration for an important mentor or parent 
figure in your life. 

2. After reading Pat Conroy's The Prince of Tides imagine how the Wingo children's 
lives might have been different if their father had been strong, kind, and 
honorable. Discuss the different routes their lives might have taken. 

3. Read W. H. Auden's "The Unknown Citizen." 

a. Examine and list the ways Auden creates an impersonal, anonymous portrait. 

b. Examine and list the ways R. C. Gorman creates a personal, individualized 
portrait of his father. 

c. Contrast the intents and methods of Auden and Gorman. 



4. Read "Those Winter Sundays" by Robert Hayden. R. C. Gorman claims little 
influence from his father. However, Navaho Code Talker clearly reflects 
Gorman's attitude toward his father. Compare what changes the speaker in 
"Those Winter Sundays" experiences toward his father with the changes that 
might have taken place with Gorman toward his. 
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Navaho Code Talker - 3 

Cross References to Art 

C. J. Wells - T C. Cannon 
oil on canvas: computer hall by room 133 

R. C. Gorman - Laughing Sisters 
cast bronze with dark brown patina: front entrance foyer 

Doug Hyde - Water Woman 
carved and polished granite: senior courtyard 

Amado Pena - Untitled: Old Indian Woman 
monotype: downstairs to left of elevator 

Anita Pouwels - Aloysius Gonzaga 
cast bronze with brown patina: hall between prayer garden and senior courtyard 

Francisco Zuniga - Grupo de Mujeres (Group of Women) 
cast bronze with green patina: auditorium hall 

Cross References to Literature 

W. H. Auden - "The Unknown Citizen" #1' 
theme: depersonalized, anonymous man versus Gorman's personal, individual 

portrait through the bust of his father 

Gwendolyn Brooks - "In Honor of David Anderson Brooks, My Father" # 
theme: respect, love for father 

Pat Conroy - The Prince of Tides $ 
theme: loss of respect for parents 

Robert Hayden - "Those Winter Sundays" /\ 
theme: maturing appreciation of father's role in the speaker's life 

N. Scott Momaday - from The Way to Rainy Mountain @#* 
theme: reflections on his grandmother lead him to a greater understanding of his 

Indian culture and traditions 



Jesse Stuart - "Another April" # 
theme: love and respect between a grandfather and grandson 

Dylan Thomas - "Do Not Go Gentle Into That Good Night"+'\ 
theme: respect for father 

mourning for the past 

Marnie Walsh - "Thomas Iron Eyes" * 
themes: respect for traditions 

respect for father/mentor figure 
mourning for the past 

Anna Lee Walters - "Hartico" * 
themes: respect for traditions 

respect for grandfather 

Ramona C. Wilson - "Keeping Hair" * 
themes: respect for traditions 

respect for grandmother 
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Helen Hardin 

Biography 

Helen Hardin was born in Albuquerque, New Mexico, in 1943. She spent her first 

years in Santa Clara Pueblo, New Mexico, among her mother's family before moving to 

Albuquerque. Her first language was Tewa. Hardin began to draw and paint at an early 

age. This early start is not surprising, since she is the daughter of the most famous 

American Indian woman artist, Pablita Velarde. Hardin won her first art competition 

when she was six. Because the competition was intended for boys drawing a fire engine, 

the prize of a doll was substituted at the last minute for the prize of a fire engine. Hardin 

studied at the University of New Mexico and the University of Arizona. For a while she 

worked with textile design and weaving but ultimately returned to design painting. Her 

first one-woman show in Bogata, Columbia, in 1968, was a huge success and convinced 

Hardin that her work could stand separate from her mother's. 

Artistic Issues 

Hardin began painting traditional Indian works like her mother's, but she quickly 

moved toward a more modem, abstract style. She has insisted that she is not a traditional 

Indian and does not do traditional work. However, her works frequently incorporate 

"Mimbres and Anasazi figures and kachina forms and masks" (Michaelis 2). Some of her 

works show traditional figures against abstract backgrounds. In others, her emphasis is 

on pattern and texture. Hardin has a background in drafting which she puts to strong 
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advantage in her lines, circles, and arcs. She works with acrylics, inks, and washes. 

Hardin could be characterized as a modernist who often uses cubist abstraction to 

illustrate her Indian themes. "'What sets Helen Hardin apart,' art historian Norman Nadel 

has written, 'is the fact that instead of holding the ancient traditions of Indian art and 

belief, she uses these same traditions as a point of departure for her own contemporary 

and highly original images"' ( qtd. in Rubinstein 17). A long-time friend of Hardin's, John 

Nieto, has commented that Hardin "dealt head-on with the pain of what it actually means 

to be an Indian in America. While most Indian artists deal with a tourist's idea of Indian 

imagery, Helen Hardin, 'dealt with the real thing. Even when it meant remembering the 

heritage they tried to take away from her. Even when it caused her hurt"' (Michaelis 1 ). 

Hardin is especially remembered for her intellectual women series of paintings 

such as Changing Woman, Listening Woman, Creative Woman, and Medicine Woman. 

After she was diagnosed with cancer in 1982, she began painting with increasing fervor, 

and her work became even more spiritual in emphasis. "Shortly before her death at age 

41 Hardin said 'Listening Woman is the woman I am only becoming now. She's the 
' ' 

speaker, she's the person who's more objective, the listener and the compassionate 

person"' (Michaelis 1-2). 
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Changing Woman - 1 

Changing Woman - Helen Hardin 

color etching and aquatint - Jesuit residence dining room 

Questions to Generate Discussion of Art 

1. Describe what you see in this work. 

2. What evidence do you see that reflects Hardin's background in architectural 
drafting? 

3. Describe what you notice about Hardin's use of balance in her design. 

4. Describe what you notice about Hardin's use of line. Note especially the role 
diagonal line plays in this work. 

5. Describe what you notice about Hardin's use of color. Her use of shading and 
shadow. What is the overall effect of the color scheme? 

6. What information does the title give you about the meaning of this piece? 

7. What do you think this work is about? Explain. 
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Changing Woman - 2 

WRITING ACTIVITIES 

1. Research the following American Indian terms: Mimbres, Anasazi, Kachina. 

Helen Hardin indicated that she used Mimbres, Anasazi, and Kachina forms in her 
work. Write an analytical essay exploring the use of these forms in Changing 
Woman. 

2. Hardin rejected a purely traditional American Indian art expression. She referred 
to herself, instead, as an abstract artist. Write a descriptive essay showing how 
Changing Woman combines the traditional with the abstract. 

3. Compare/contrast this work with one or more of Fritz Scholder's Indians. 
Examine how each artist takes a traditional subject and expresses it in a fresh way. 

4. Black Elk stated, as recorded by John G. Neihardt in Black Elk Speaks, Being the 
Life Story of a Holy Man of the Oglala Sioux: 

Everything an Indian does is in a circle, and that is because the power of 
the world always works in circles, and everything tries to be round. In the 
old days when we were a strong and happy people, all our power came to 
us from the sacred hoop of the nation, and so long as the hoop was 
unbroken the people flourished .. . . 

Even the seasons form a great circle in their changing, and always come 
back again to where they were. The life of a man is a circle from 
childhood to childhood and so it is in everything where power moves. Our 
tepees were round like the nests of birds, and these were always set in a 
circle, the nation's hoop. (Bartlett 701) 

Write an analytical essay exploring how Hardin's Changing Woman reflects Black 

Elk's words. 

CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE 

1. Read the Navajo "Changing Woman" myth and its retelling, "The Changing 
Woman Story" by Kay Bennett found in The Third Woman. Explore how both 
the myth and Hardin's representation of it adapt the traditional oral mythic forms 

in a contemporary way. 

2. Read "I Expected My Skin and My Blood to Ripen" by Wendy Rose, "On a 



Catholic Childhood" by Janet Campbell, and "Thomas Iron-Eyes, Born 
Circa 1840. Died 1919, Rosebud Agency, S.D." by Marnie Walsh. Think about 
the similar issues in these works and in Helen Hardin's art pieces. Discuss the 
Indians' attempts to maintain their traditions in the face of attempted cultural 
annihilation. 
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3. Read "Where Mountain Lion Lay Down With Deer" by Leslie Marmon Silko, 
"Toe'osh: A Laguna Coyote Story" by Silko, "Iridescent Child" by Nia Francisco, 
or any other poems in The Third Woman which deal with the retelling of ancient 
myths. Discuss how Helen Hardin's work adapts and redefines the ancient 
traditions in ways similar to these poets' works. 

4. Huai-nan Tzu was a Chinese scholar from the second century B.C. He wrote: 
Before heaven and earth had taken form all was vague and amorphous. 
Therefore it was called the Great Beginning. The Great Beginning 
produced emptiness and emptiness produced the universe .... The 
combined essences of heaven and earth became the yin and yang became 
the four seasons, and the scattered essences of the four seasons became the 
myriad creatures of the world. (Bartlett 97) 

Research season myths from the American Indian culture and two cultures other 
than the Chinese. Discuss the similarities you see in the season myths of these 
four cultures. 
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Changing Woman - 3 

Cross References to Art 

Rudy Fernandez - Pyramids No. 4 (Cultural Coverup) 
collage of canvas, wood, lead, and neon: athletic wing 

Helen Hardin - Deerslayer's Dream 
color etching and aquatint: Jesuit residence dining room 

Amado Pena - Madonna def Bisonte (White Buffalo) 
watercolor on paper: faculty commons 

Fritz Scholder - Images from the Matador Suite 
color lithograph: conference room 

Mark Spencer - Border Storm 
oil on canvas: social studies office 

Unknown, 18th Century Russian - Resurrection and Harrowing Hell 
egg tempera and gold leaf on panel: theology office, room 13 5 

Cross References to Literature 

American Indian Poetry - "Song of the Sky Loom"; "The Corn Grows Up"; "Hunting 
Song"# 

subject: myth; oral literature 

Rudolfo Anaya - Bless Me, Ultima @* 
subject: myth; oral literature 
theme: cultural adaptation 

Stephen Vincent Benet - "By the Waters of Babylon"@ 
subject: myth; oral literature 
theme: cultural adaptation 

Kay Bennett - "The Changing Woman Story" * 
subject: myth; oral literature 
theme: cultural adaptation 



Beowulf+ 
subject: myth; oral literature 

Janet Campbell - "On a Catholic Childhood" * 
theme: cultural annihilation 

Sandra Cisneros - The House on Mango Street * 
subject: oral literature 

Louise Erdrich - Love Medicine; Tracks * 
subject: myth; oral literature 

Homer - The Odyssey @ 
subject: myth; oral literature 

Nia Francisco - "Iridescent Child" * 
theme: myth; oral literature 

Chief Joseph - "The Words of Chief Joseph"# 
subject: oral literature 
theme: cultural annihilation 

Sir Thomas Malory - Arthurian Legends@+ 
subject: myth; oral literature 

R. K. Narayan - "Old Man of the Temple"; "Rama's Initiation"@ 
subject: myth; oral literature 

D. T. Niane - "An Epic of Old Mali" @ 
subject: myth; oral literature 

Navajo Myth - "Changing Woman"* 
subject: Changing Woman myth; oral literature 

Pawnee Myth - "Buffalo Dance Song" @* 
subject: myth; oral literature 

Wendy Rose - "I Expected My Skin and My Blood to Ripen" * 
theme: cultural annihilation 
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Leslie Marmon Silko - Ceremony*=; "Toe'osh: A Laguna Coyote Story"*; "Where 
Mountain Lion Lay Down With Deer" * 

subject: myth; oral literature 

Sophocles - The Oedipus Cycle $='\ Antigone @ 
subject: myth; oral literature 

Alfred, Lord Tennyson - "The Lady of Shallot" +; "Morte d'Arthur" @+; "Ulysses" +/\ 
subject; myth; oral literature 

Mamie Walsh - "Thomas Iron-Eyes, Born Circa 1840. Died 1919, Rosebud Agency, 
S. D." * 

theme: cultural annihilation 

T. H. White - Arthurian Legends @+ 
subject: myth; oral legends 
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Deerslayer's Dream - 1 

Deerslayer's Dream -Helen Hardin 

color etching and aquatint - Jesuit residence dining room 

Questions to Generate Discussion of Art 

1. Explain what you see in this work. 

2. What is the focal point of this etching? Why? How do the lines move your eye 
around the etching? 

3. What elements of this work contribute to the idea of its being a dream? 

4. What colors does Hardin use? What do these colors have in common? Why do 
you think Hardin chose this color palette? How does it contribute to the subject 
matter of this piece? To the mood of this piece? 

5. Hardin is often characterized as a modernist who uses cubist abstraction to 
illustrate her Indian themes. Do you agree with this statement as it pertains to 
Deerslayer's Dream? Why or why not? 

6. Hardin was trained in architectural drafting. Where do you see the influence of 
this training in this etching? 
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Deerslayer's Dream - 2 

WRITING ACTIVITIES 

1. Research the importance of the deer on American Indian culture and survival. 
Write an informative essay discussing the Indian attitude toward animals and the 
deer in particular. 

2. Write a poem celebrating the importance of the deer hunt. 

3. Research the American Indian beliefs in dreams. Apply the information you learn 
to Hardin's etching. Write an article exploring the importance of dreams in 
various cultures; or, write an article discussing the practice of dream 
interpretation. 

4. Write an imagist or Oriental verse poem about an animal important to you. Look 
in your textbook or in a literary terms handbook for definitions and explanations 
of these types of poems. 

5. Carl Jung wrote: "The dream is the small hidden door in the deepest and most 
intimate sanctum of the soul, which opens into that primeval cosmic night that 
was soul long before there was a conscious ego and will be soul far beyond what a 
conscious ego could ever reach" (Bartlett 754). Think carefully about the 
meaning of this remark and its connection to Deers layer's Dream. Write a brief 
explanation of the connection between Jung's words and Deer slayer's Dream. 

CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE 

1. "Buffalo Dance Song" from the Pawnee, "She-Bear" by Nia Francisco, and "Story 
from Bear Country" by Leslie Marmon Silko celebrate the importance of one 
animal to a particular cultural group. Discuss the importance the Pawnee, Silko, 
and Hardin place on each animal. 

2. "Hartico" by Anna Lee Walters explores the importance of animals to the mythic 
and folkloric traditions of the American Indian. What similarities do you see 
between this poem and Hardin's etching? 

3. "Guitarreros" by Americo Paredes and "The Fish" by Elizabeth Bishop examine 
the respect the speaker holds toward a bull and a fish, respectively. In what ways 
does Hardin show a similar respect for the deer in Deerslayer's Dream? Consider 
the respect American Indians have toward all life. 
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4. "By the Waters of Babylon" by Stephen Vincent Benet and "Rama's Initiation" by 
R. K. Narayan deal with myth, ritual, and religious practices. In what ways does 
Hardin's Deerslayer's Dream deal with these same issues? 

5. James Dickey's poem "The Heaven of Animals" explores the afterlife of animals. 
Compare and contrast Dickey's dream-like view with Hardin's. 



Cross References to Art 

Sally Anderson - Untitled (Texas Primitive) 
acrylic on canvas: stairs by lecture hall 

Helen Hardin - Medicine Woman 
color etching and aquatint: Jesuit residence dining hall 

Doug Hyde - Water Woman 
carved and polished granite: senior courtyard 

Armond Lara - Bisonte Blanco on Verde 
oil on canvas: language hall by room 227 

Amado Pena - Madonna del Bisonte (White Buffalo) 
watercolor on paper: faculty commons 

Cross References to Literature 

Isabelle Allende - The House of the Spirits $=A 
theme: myth; ritual 

Stephen Vincent Benet - "By the Waters of Babylon" @ 
theme: myth; ritual 

Elizabeth Bishop - "The Fish" @# 
theme: animal importance 

James Dickey - "The Heaven of Animals" # 
theme: animal afterlife 

Nia Francisco - "She-Bear" * 
theme: animal importance 

Homer - The Odyssey @ 
theme: myth; ritual 
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Deerslayer's Dream - 3 



R. K. Narayan - "Rama's Initiation" from the Ramayana@ 
theme: myth; ritual 

Americo Paredes - "Guitarreros" # 
theme: animal importance 

Pawnee - "Buffalo Dance Song" @ 
theme: animal importance 

Leslie Marmon Silko - "Story from Bear Country" # 
theme: animal importance 

Anna Lee Walters - "Hartico" * 
theme: animal importance 
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John Nieto 

Artist Statement 

"Painting is a way of conveying what you know and what your experience has 

been. Art is not mere technical representation, but communication of feelings , emotions, 

values and culture" (Spurgin 72). 

Biography 

John Nieto was born in Denver, Colorado, and reared in Roswell , New Mexico, 

near the Apache reservation. John is part Mescalero Apache and part Spanish-American. 

His family has been in New Mexico for over three hundred years. 

Nieto began drawing when he was fourteen after he saw the drawings of 

Michelangelo and Leonardo Da Vinci in the Encyclopedia Britannica. He began drawing 

and decided to become an artist after high school. He attended Southern Methodist 

University in Dallas and then went to Paris. In Paris he was especially intrigued with the 

wild colors of The Fauves (The Wild Beasts) and began using even more intense colors. 

After Nieto returned from France, he attended the Apache ceremonials with his 

eighty-five year old grandmother. She began to tell him about the spirituality of their 

Apache ancestors and Nieto knew he had to paint his "culture-and do it eloquently, make 

a statement about the universality of man" (Gillespie 34). Nieto's description of the event 

1s mspiring: 
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It was almost like a spiritual rebirth or a vision quest. It was a real graphic 

occurrence. Most of the time, when something important happens to you, you're 

not even aware of it until much later. This time, I felt almost like I was 

hypnotized and that I was following a script, like a puppet. I did it and it felt so 

natural. The peak of it was being at the Mescalero reservation, being with my 

grandmother, sitting there for several days listening to the constant drum beat, its 

dependability, and watching the ceremonial dances. 

It stood in such contrast to my experiences in Paris: the crowds on the mass 

transit systems, the strikes by Communists in the streets ... I couldn't see myself 

living the rest of my life that way. Then I remembered my life as a kid in 

southeastern New Mexico and how it seemed I could see forever and the beautiful 

blue skies. This feeling came back to me, and it permeated me. This would be a 

good place to go back to, I thought; you'll see it in another light. And, I did .... 

I think we're all on a vision quest of some kind for spiritual fulfillment. That's 

what life is about, if you have any substance at all. (Gibson 26) 

In 1982 John Nieto met with President Reagan in the Oval Office. He presented 

Reagan with Delegate to the White House in appreciation for the President and Mrs. 

Reagan sponsoring "The Night of the First Americans" benefit performance held at the 

John F. Kennedy Center for the Performing Arts. 
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Artistic Issues 

Nieto thinks no artist can give a rationale for the work he does, but he believes the 

impact of his childhood in Roswell and southern New Mexico shows up in his work. He 

says: "I think the topography of the high plains is probably where the horizon line, the 

sense of space and the simple backgrounds of my work comes from" (Gibson 24). 

Nieto paints kneeling before his canvas with music blaring in the background. He 

says he paints as ritual in order to get to the realms of the spirit, to his subliminal sources. 

Nieto, like Scholder, also uses shadows to great effect, often outlining edges with color. 

Color is a signature aspect ofNieto's work. As he explains it he listens to his feelings to 

know which color to choose. He says: "I use threatening colors, colors that aren't 

traditional. Purple is the color of passion and I use a lot of purple with blue and violet" 

("John" 111 ). Nieto admits that he experiments with color and is unafraid to combine 

colors. He explains: "In a way, it is like wrestling with the color to see if my medicine is 

strong enough to make it say what I want it to say" (Spurgin 75). He works in acrylics 

because they dry quickly and he can build up layer upon layer as he feels the need. 

Acrylics also allow him to see immediately what he needs to do or change. 

Nieto's Indians are often in motion, maintaining relationship from the past to the 

present. He "is not interested in merely depicting a lost or forgotten way of life .... the 

paintings he does are of people living a lifestyle which is meaningful and steeped in the 

joys and sorrows of a long tradition" (Spurgin 79). Just as his culture was rekindled in 

himself he believes his work can rekindle dying culture in others. In addition, he sees the 
' 
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figure as a way to get into a painting. The longer someone looks at a painting, "the more 

it reveals of life and our spectrum of feelings" (Spurgin 75). The use of open space in 

Nieto's paintings and the constant horizontal line which leads the eye off the canvas and 

beyond seem symbolic of man's relationship with the cosmos. 
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Navajo Squaw Dance (Night Ceremonial) - 1 

Navajo Squaw Dance (Night Ceremonial) - John Nieto 

acrylic on canvas - Courtney Murray hall at finance hall 

Questions to Generate Discussion of Art 

1. Describe what you see in this painting. 

2. How much of the available space does the artist have the figures occupy? What 
are the effects of this use of space? 

3. Is our view of the figures frontal, three-quarter, or profile? What are the effects of 
using this view? What signs of motion do you see? 

4. Describe the clothing of the man and the woman. Look especially at the man's 
belt and necklace and the woman's earrings. In many Indian tribes, especially 
Southwestern tribes, blue is a sacred color and represents power, especially 
masculine power. It is evident in rain, the sky, water, and turquoise. 
Consequently, powerful men, and powerful women, too, wear blue clothing and 
turquoise jewelry. 

5. What adjectives would you use to characterize these people? You might use the 
Understanding Portraits: Handout 2 included in this handbook to help you. 

Nieto has commented, "Art is not mere technical representation, but 
communication of feelings, emotions, values and culture" (Spurgin 72). In what 
ways does Navaho Squaw Dance (Night Ceremonial) reflect Nieto's beliefs? 

6. Nieto explains that his paintings always have a horizon line in them representing 
the topography of the high plains of his homeland. Where is his horizon line in 
this work? 

7. Note the colors in this piece, especially yellow and green. Color is a signature 
aspect of Nieto's work. He explains: "I use threatening colors ... that aren't 
traditional. Purple is the color of passion and I use a lot of purple with blue and 
violet" (Southwest 111 ). He also says: "In a way, it is like wrestling with the 
color to see if my medicine is strong enough to make it say what I want it to say" 
(Spurgin 75). What do you think Nieto is trying to say in this work? Why ? 
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Navajo Squaw Dance (Night Ceremonial) - 2 

WRITING ACTIVITIES 

1. Compare Navajo Squaw Dance (Night Ceremonial) with Armond Lara's Last 
Dance. Write a compare/contrast essay exploring how each artist has 
communicated an important Indian ceremony in different ways. You might use 
one or more of the student handouts found in this handbook which deal with 
writing about art. 

2. Compare Navajo Squaw Dance (Night Ceremonial) with one of Francisco 
Zufiiga's depictions of native people. You might use Grupe de Mujeres, 
Pescadoras (Fisherwomen), or Campesinos (Country People), for example. Write 
an essay describing how both Nieto and Zuniga have captured the spirit of a 
people in their work. You might use the student handout explaining tone, which 
is found in this handbook, to help you. 

3. Research the word ceremony as it is used in Native American Indian life. 
Research the importance of dance ceremonies as part of this activity. Write a 
report explaining the importance of ceremonies in American Indian life focusing 
especially on dance ceremonials. 

4. Write a short story or a narrative poem about the dancers in Navajo Squaw Dance 
(Night Ceremonial) . 

CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE 

1. Read "Marriage" by Helen Sekaquaptewa which describes the traditional courting 
and marriage practices of the Hopi. Discuss the images of love and commitment 
you see in "Marriage" and Navajo Squaw Dance (Night Ceremonial). 

2. The following literary works depict certain ceremonial practices in various 
cultures: "The Women of New Mexico" by Fabiola Cabeza de Baca, "The Advent 
of My Death" by Marcela Christine Lucero-Trujillo, "A Christmas Memory" by 
Truman Capote, and "The Son From America" by Isaac Bashevis Singer. 

How have these writers and Nieto depicted the feelings people experience when 
involved in their ceremonies? You might want to refer to the student handout on 
tone included in this handbook. 

3. Havelock Ellis once commented: "Dancing is the loftiest, the most moving, the 
most beautiful of the arts, because it is no mere translation or abstraction from 
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life; it is life itself'' (Bartlett 690). Many writers use dancing as a metaphor for an 
important aspect of life or as a symbol for life's energy. Read the following 
selections and discuss how the image of dancing is used in each: "There Was A 
Dance, Sweetheart" by Joy Harjo, "Conversation Overheard On Tamalpais Road 11 

by Roberta Hill, and "The Street of the Cafion" by Josephina Niggli. What does 
Nieto want to express through his image of dancing? 
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Navajo Squaw Dance (Night Ceremonial) - 3 

Cross References to Art 

Helen Hardin - Listening Woman 
color etching and aquatint: Jesuit residence dining room 

Armond Lara - Last Dance 
oil and shoe collage on canvas: left of upstairs elevator 

Veloy Vigil - Untitled: Indians on Horseback 
oil on canvas: stairs by front foyer 

Francisco Zufiiga - Campesino (Country People) 
color lithograph: finance office hall 

---Grupe de Mujeres 
cast bronze with green patina: auditorium hall 
watercolor on paper: auditorium hall 

---Pescadoras (Fisherwomen) 
color lithograph: finance office hall 

Cross References to Literature 

Fabiola Cabeza de Baca - "The Women of New Mexico" * 
subject: ceremonies 

Truman Capote - "A Christmas Memory" @A 
subject: ceremonies 

Joy Harjo - "There Was A Dance, Sweetheart"* 
subject: dance 

Roberta Hill - "Conversation Overheard On Tamalpais Road" * 
subject: dance 

Marcela Christine Lucero-Trujillo - "The Advent of My Death"* 
subject: ceremonies 



Josephina Niggli - "The Street of the Cafion" 
subject: dance 
theme: ceremonies 

Helen Sekaquaptewa - "Marriage" * 
subject: ceremonies 

Leslie Marmon Silko - Ceremony *= 
subject: ceremonies 

Isaac Bashevis Singer - "The Son From America" A 

subject: ceremonies 
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Jose Clemente Orozco 

Biography 

Jose Clemente Orozco was born in 1883 in Zapotlan, Mexico. Both his parents 

were natives of Jalisco and descendants of early Spanish settlers. In 1900 Orozco 

graduated from the National Agricultural School of Mexico as an expert agriculturalist. 

From 1900 to 1904 he attended the National University of Mexico, specializing in 

mathematics but also studying architectural drawing. He decided to become a painter in 

1909 and began an intensive self training. He had his first one man show in 1915 in 

Mexico City, first visited the United States in 1917, and first painted with the other great 

muralists in 1922. 

Artistic Issues 

Orozco joined with the other great Mexican muralists to espouse a tum toward art 

which represented the people. Naturally this involved painting for workman's wages, and 

the depiction of Mexico's workers' history lent itself to painting on an immense scale. 

Almost from the first Orozco was interested in rediscovering and developing the fresco 

technique. Dr. Stacy May, a Professor of Economics at Dartmouth, wrote: "Orozco's 

work ... is completely masculine. It is forthright and unmannered and contemporary. It 

is democratic and deeply concerned with social values" ( qtd. in Reed 11 ). 

Orozco was especially interested in depicting the ideas and abuses of the 

revolution and the formation of the Mexican nation. He did not espouse the theory of 
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many of his fellow muralists that European art standards were to be shunned. In fact, 

Orozco stated: " [A] painter who works within the Italian tradition of the fifteenth and 

sixteenth century can be more 'nationalist' than some other artist tickled silly at the sight 

of our Mexican pots and pans" (Goldman 4). 

Orozco believed strongly in the need to emphasize the hybridization of Mexican 

culture rather than focus attention on the pre-Hispanic past. One result of this was his 

incorporation of the skeletal figures of the Day of the Dead celebrations popularized by 

the Mexican engraver Jose Guadalupe Posada (1852-1913). "For him the satiric language 

of Posada was multi-purpose, allowing for discussion of race, class and aesthetics 

simultaneously" (Baddeley and Fraser 84). An example of this influence is seen in the 

mono-toned lithograph The Franciscan and the Indian which Orozco had also used in his 

mural The Friar and the Indian painted in 1926 on the National Preparatory School. 
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The Franciscan and the Indian - I 

The Franciscan and the Indian - Jose Clemente Orozco 

mono-toned lithograph - Courtney Murray hall at finance hall 

Questions to Generate Discussion of Art 

1. Describe what you see in this lithograph. 

2. What continues to draw your attention? In what direction is your eye drawn? 
What elements has Orozco used to draw your eye? 

3. Look carefully at the body of each man. Think about the size of each. Look at 
what each man is doing with his arms and hands. What do you especially notice 
about their relation to one another? What do you determine from the position of 
each? 

4. Many people believe the Franciscan is blowing life into or kissing the Indian. 
However, experts on Orozco's art disagree, and Orozco's political beliefs and the 
Catholic church's historical role in Latin America tend to support the experts. If 
the Franciscan's intentions are not humanitarian, what are they? What does he 
seem to be doing instead? 

5. How do Orozco's color choices support a more sinister interpretation of The 
Franciscan and the Indian? 

6. Orozco's work has been described as "completely masculine ... forthright ... 
unmannered and contemporary ... deeply concerned with social values" (Reed 
11 ). Do you think this work fits this description? Why? 
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The Franciscan and the Indian - 2 

WRITING ACTIVITIES 

1. Write a story about what is happening in this piece. 

2. Research the role the Franciscan order played in subjugating native Americans in 
Central America during Europe's colonial expansion. Write a paper explaining 
this role. 

3. Imagine you could talk with either the Franciscan or the Indian. Write the 
interview you might have with them. You might get a library book on 
interviewing techniques to help you. 

4. Compare this work to Anita Pouwels's bronze sculpture Aloysius Gonzaga. 
Assume Orozco intended to depict a humanitarian gesture in The Franciscan and 
the Indian . Write an essay comparing and contrasting Pouwels's and Orozco's 
works. 

5. Compare the Franciscan in The Franciscan and the Indian with three or more 
depictions of religious figures in the Jesuit Dallas Museum art collection. You 
might choose, for example, the eighteenth century Russian icon depicting St. 
John, Brother Burt Rivet's depiction of the Virgin of Guadalupe, or Giles 
Rousselet's portrayal of Saint Matthew. Write a compare/contrast essay 
examining how various artists have depicted religious figures. 

CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE 

l . The Franciscan and the Indian , like many of Orozco's works, explores man' s 
exploitation of man. Read several literary selections which explore this theme of 
exploitation and examine how each author creates his or her depiction. Some 
suggested readings are: "The Child by Tiger" by Thomas Wolfe, "Paul's Case" by 
Willa Cather, "As I Grew Older" by Langston Hughes, "The Words of Chief 
Joseph," "The Homecoming Stranger" by Bei Dao. 

2. Explore how Orozco and selected writers develop a sympathetic tone toward 
powerless people. Some suggested readings are: "Miss Brill" by Katherine 
Mansfield, "Games at Twilight" by Anita Desai, To Kill A Mockingbird by 
Harper Lee, Nectar in a Sieve by Kamala Markandaya, "A Worn Path" by Eudora 
Welty, "I'm a Fool" by Sherwood Anderson. 
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3. The Franciscan and the Indian explores the exploitation of a native people by the 
Catholic church. Read "On a Catholic Childhood" by Janet Campbell, "A Teacher 
Taught Me" by Anna Lee Walters, "Black-Coat Meets Coyote" by Judith Ivaloo 
Volborth, and "The Snow Keeps Falling" by Janet Campbell. Each of these 
literary selections explore the Catholic church's treatment of Native American 
Indians in the United States. Discuss the impact of the church's determination to 
Christianize the native peoples of America. 
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The Franciscan and the Indian - 3 

Cross References to Art 

Francis Bacon - Metropolitan 
color aquatints: language hall by room 226 

Burt Rivet, S. J. - Virgin of Guadalupe 
oil on canvas: chapel 

Ford Ruthling - St. Francis of Assisi 
color intaglio monoprint: library hall 

Fritz Scholder - Portrait of a Massacred Indian No. 3 
color lithograph: language hall by room 225 

Cross References to Literature 

Rudolfo Anaya - Bless Me, Ultima @* 
theme: Catholic Church and native peoples 

Sherwood Anderson - "I'm a Fool" /\ 
theme: sympathy toward powerless people 

Janet Campbell - "On A Catholic Childhood"* and "The Snow Keeps Falling" * 
theme: Catholic Church and the American Indian; exploitation 

Willa Cather - "Paul's Case" /\ 
theme: sympathy toward powerless people 

Bei Dao - "Homecoming Stranger" @ 
theme: exploitation; sympathy toward powerless people 

Anita Desai - "Games at Twilight" @ 
theme: sympathy toward powerless people 

Louise Erdrich - Love Medicine * and Tracks * 
theme: Catholic Church and the American Indian; exploitation 



Langston Hughes - "As I Grew Older"# 
theme: sympathy toward powerless people 

Chief Joseph - "The Words of Chief Joseph"# 
theme: sympathy toward powerless people 

Harper Lee - To Kill A Mockingbird @ 
theme: sympathy toward powerless people 

Naomi Long Madgett - "Alabama Centennial"@ 
theme: exploitation 

Katherine Mansfield - "Miss Brill" /\ 
theme: sympathy toward powerless people 

Kamala Markandaya - Nectar In a Sieve $ 
theme: sympathy toward powerless people 

Naomi Shihab Nye - "Making a Fist"@ 
theme: exploitation 

Leslie Marmon Silko - Ceremony *= 
theme: Catholic Church and the American Indian; exploitation 

Judith lvaloo Volborth - "Black-Coat Meets Coyote" * 
theme: Catholic Church and the American Indian; exploitation 

Anna Lee Walters - "A Teacher Taught Me" * 
theme: Catholic Church and the American Indian; exploitation 

Eudora Welty - " A Worn Path" #/\ 
theme: sympathy toward powerless people 

Darryl Babe Wilson - "Diamond Island: Alcatraz"@ 
theme: exploitation 

Thomas Wolfe - "The Child by Tiger"/\ 
theme: powerless people 
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Amado Maurilio Pena, Jr. 

Biography 

Amado Pena was born in Laredo, Texas, in 1943 of Chicano and Yaqui Indian 

heritage. He taught in Texas public schools for over fifteen years. His first works were 

clearly political statements concerning Chicano life and culture. His more recent works 

are a softer statement on the Mestizo in Southwestern culture. Pena considers himself 

multi-cultural: "I grew up as a Mexican with Indian background in a white, Anglo 

society. I know absolutely nothing about the Indian background except what I was told 

by my grandfather. I got into the Mexican culture because it was immediate. It was all 

that was around me" (Jones 20). Pena lives with his wife on a fourteen acre ranch in 

Nam be north of Santa Fe, New Mexico. He loves to visit Canyon de Chelley and 

Monument Valley on horseback. 

Artistic Issues 
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Pena considers his work to be about "people from my past and from my present-

Mexicans, Indians, children, friends, the people of the Southwest" ("Amado" 1). In all 

cases he seeks to capture the spirit of a people's culture and their relationship to the earth. 

His "unique style and symbolism are a synthesis of the anthropomorphism of pre

Columbian art; the stylization of nature in American Indian art; the naive expressionism 

of Mexican folk art; and the sophistication of contemporary American art" (Carraro 71 ). 

He sees art as a powerful means to deliver social commentary. 
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Although Pena's images have little to do with everyday reality, they have become 

so familiar in our daily lives as to be almost archetypal. He repeats an image over and 

over again to emphasize its importance and pay tribute. He says he uses his images "to 

tell a story of solitude, pain, love and the family" (Jones 28). Many reveal his respect for 

traditional ways of life. 

One important recurring image is the Indian woman. She has profound symbolic 

implications. She is mysterious and anonymous, presented in profile and often shrouded. 

Her figure is elongated and simple, and she is usually depicted as going about her daily 

work. "For Pena even the task of baking bread in an adobe oven is elevated to a universal 

symbol of human dignity and perseverance" (Carraro 74). Often Pena's woman 

symbolizes motherhood. At times, she even appears Madonna-like. When Pena creates 

the Madonna-like figure he often includes a mandala and a gold background. 

Pena's watercolors rely on delicate shades of grey, green, and plum, all of which 

come from natural dyes. He will often include vibrant, contrasting colors to outline his 

shapes, and touches of gold and copper will electrify his color effects. Sometimes he will 

overlap shapes, adjusting sizes to match the importance he places on the object or figure. 

He includes direct references to Indian sand paintings, Navajo weavings, and Mimbres 

pottery. 
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Untitled: Indian Woman - 1 

Untitled: Indian Woman -Amado Pena 

color intaglio monotype - downstairs new wing to left of elevator 

Questions to Generate Discussion of Art 

1. As you study this woman, what traits do you see in her? 

2. What conclusions do you draw about the character of this woman? 

3. What geometric lines do you notice? What circular lines? What overall effect 
does Pena achieve in his interplay of both geometric and circular lines? 

4. Look closely at the pot on the woman's head. Describe what you see on this pot. 

5. Look closely at the woman's jewelry. Describe what you see. 

6. What in this monotype do you find most interesting? Why? 
What do you find most interesting about the woman? Why? 

7 . Pena has said that his work is about people in his past and present. What about 
this portrait indicates an Indian heritage? What about this work indicates a Latino 
heritage? 

8. Pena's women often depict motherhood. Some even appear Madonna-like with a 
mandala and a gold background. How has Pena suggested that this woman is 
Madonna-like? 
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Untitled: Indian Woman - 2 

WRITING ACTIVITIES 

1. Pena has commented that he uses his images "to tell a story of solitude, pain, love, 
and the family" (Jones 28). Each of these story subjects is reflected in this Indian 
woman's face. Write a story which illustrates how this woman experienced either 
solitude, pain, love, or the family. 

2. Pena often uses his women to symbolize human dignity and perseverance. Write 
an imagist poem which reflects Pena's symbolism of this woman. 

Briefly, an imagist poem presents a single, concrete image using common but 
exact language. It presents a familiar subject in a new way. It is similar to a 
haiku. 

3. Research Mimbres pottery, Indian sand paintings, and Navajo weavings. Look 
especially for the use and importance of pattern in these arts. What characteristics 
of these arts do you see in this monotype? Write an illustration essay showing 
how Pena has used his knowledge of traditional Indian crafts in this work. 

4. Compare this monotype with Pena's painting, El Nuevo , located in the conference 
room. Write a compare/contrast essay analyzing these pieces. Use the student 
handout, "Understanding Portraits," to generate the information you need to 
analyze and write about these works. 

CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE 

1. Read Rudolfo Anaya's Bless Me, Ultima. 

a. What physical characteristics do you see in common between Ultima and 
Pena's Indian woman? What physical characteristics do you see as different in the 
portraits of the two women? 

b. Consider the character of Ultima. By character we mean the kind of person she 
is, her personality and belief system. What qualities in Pena's Indian woman do 
you see as being like the qualities of Ultima? 

2. Read the excerpt from Rodolfo Gonzales' I Am Joaquin. If we imagine the mother 
as a symbol for a people, what strengths do you think the people would find in 
her? Compare these strengths to the strengths you see in Pena's Indian woman. 
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3. Two Southern writers presented in the sophomore text write about old women. 
Read Katherine Anne Porter's "The Jilting of Granny Weatherall" and Eudora 
Welty's "A Worn Path." Compare how Porter and Welty treat their older female 
characters with how Pena treats his older Indian woman. 

4. Read "A Worn Path" by Eudora Welty. Discuss how both Welty and Pena portray 
inner strength and dignity in their individual portrayals of older women. 

5. Read the excerpt from The Way to Rainy Mountain by N. Scott Momaday. 
Discuss similarities between Momaday's grandmother and Pena's Indian woman. 

6. Read "I Expected My Skin and Blood to Ripen" by Wendy Rose. Discuss what 
both Rose and Pena say about cultural annihilation. 

7. Read "Keeping Hair" by Ramona C. Wilson, "Grandmother" by Paula Gunn 
Allen, and "History of Unchi" by Elizabeth Cook-Lynn. Discuss the depiction of 
the grandmother and the communication of cultural traditions in each of these 
poems and in Pena's monotype. 

8. Read "Everyday Use" by Alice Walker. Discuss the importance of cultural 
traditions as depicted by Walker and Pena. 
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Untitled: Indian Woman - 3 

Cross References to Art 

Helen Hardin - Changing Woman 
color etching and aquatint: Jesuit residence dining room 

Doug Hyde - Water Woman 
carved and polished granite: senior courtyard 

Amado Pena - El Metate 
color silkscreen: finance office hall; left of student records office 

---El Nuevo 
acrylic on canvas: conference room 

---Madonna de/ Bisonte (White Buffalo) 
watercolor on paper: faculty commons 

Cross References to Literature 

Paula Gunn Allen - "Grandmother" * 
characterization, theme: grandmother portrait, power of women, cultural 

traditions 

Rudolfo Anaya - Bless Me, Ultima @* 
characterization, theme: power of women, cultural traditions 

Elizabeth Cook-Lynn - "History of Unchi" * 
characterization, theme: grandmother portrait, power of women, cultural 

traditions 

Rudolfo Gonzales - from I Am Joaquin#* 
characterization, theme: role of women, cultural traditions, loss 

N. Scott Momaday - from The Way to Rainy Mountain @#* 
characterization, theme: grandmother portrait, power of women, cultural 

traditions 



Katherine Anne Porter - "The Jilting of Granny Weatherall" W' 
characterization - portrait of elderly woman 

Wendy Rose - "I Expected My Skin and Blood to Ripen"* 
themes : cultural traditions and loss 

Leslie Marmon Silko - "Private Property" *$ 
characterization and theme: portrait of older women, cultural traditions 

Alice Walker - "Everyday Use" /\ 
characterization and theme: portrait of older woman, cultural traditions 

Eudora Welty - "A Worn Path" W' 
characterization: portrait of older woman 

Ramona Wilson - "Keeping Hair" * 
characterization and theme: portrait of grandmother, cultural traditions 
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Kevin Red Star 

Biography 

Kevin Red Star was born in Lodge Grass, Montana, and is a member of the Crow 

tribe. He was reared in a highly traditional way and taught to be respectful of the Crow 

heritage. He is fluent in the native language. "Images of the culture, the setting and 

activities of daily life, dominate his canvases. While his interpretation of this imagery is 

contemporary, it still evokes a sense ofreverence for the old ways, and in so doing seeks 

to perpetuate them" (Di Maio 1 ). Red Star's artistic education has been excellent. He 

spent three years at the Institute of American Indian Art in Santa Fe, New Mexico, and 

was the first student to return as artist in residence there . His contemporaries included 

Doug Hyde and the late T. C. Cannon. 

Artistic Issues 

Red Star's art is highly appreciated in a large part because of the reverence he 

holds for his subjects. Crow villages, native dress, armaments, dancers, warriors, chiefs, 

all these exude a spiritual or mystical aura in his hands. Although many of his paintings 

depict a way of life under attack at the turn of the century, Red Star brings to each a fresh 

look. By focusing on what is familiar to him, Red Star hopes to realistically present it to 

the viewer. In addition, he depicts a culture able to withstand change. 

Red Star uses a variety of media and color, sometimes using ink or crayon to 

develop texture. Like other contemporary Indian artists he is not afraid of strong color. 
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Crow Indian Hoop Dancers - I 

Crow Indian Hoop Dancers - Kevin Red Star 

acrylic on canvas - breezeway between computer rooms and lecture hall 

Questions to Generate Discussion of Art 

1. What do you see in this painting? Is there an order in which your eye is drawn to 
parts of the picture? If so, explain. What does the order in which the eye moves 
tell you about the artist's intentions? 

2. Look at the faces of these Indians. Describe the details you see. Describe what 
you think is the attitude of these Indians. Do they all appear to be thinking similar 
thoughts? How can you tell? Red Star presents a strong sense of community 
identity. Does he present a sense of an independent life? Explain. 

3. Look at the dress and accessories of these Indians. Describe the details you see. 
What do the dress and accessories contribute to our sense of the personality of the 
figures? 

4. What information does the title give you about these Indians? 

5. List as many colors as you can see and note where they are used. What effect do 
these colors have on you and your response to the piece? 

6. What do you note about the size of each person and his relation to the others? 
What do the size differences mean? 

7. Describe the background. Explain how it adds or detracts from your overall 
impression of the work. 

8. Is Red Star more interested in the subject or in the way he presents it? How can 
you tell? What is his attitude toward his subject? Why do you think so? 

9. It is sometimes said that every portrait is a self-portrait; does this portrait seem to 
reveal the artist in some way? 
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Crow Indian Hoop Dancers - 2 

WRITING ACTIVITIES 

1. Research the Crow Indians in the United States. Write a short research paper on 
the history and culture of these people. 

2. Research the history of Native American Indian dance in the United States at the 
tum of the twentieth century. Write a short research paper discussing the cultural 
and religious significance of dance in the American Indian community. 

3. Research the body accessories used by American Indians. Write a report on the 
materials, symbolism, and appropriate wear of these Indian accessories. 

4. Write a short story or poem celebrating a particular ritual or cultural practice you 
enJoy. 

CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE 

1. Kevin Red Star's work is highly appreciated in part because of the reverence he 
holds for his subjects. 

- Create a list of adjectives which capture Red Star's reverence for the Indians in 
this painting. You may wish to review the student handout on tone included in this 
handbook. 

- Read one or more of the following literary works: "The Old People Speak of 
Death" by Quincy Troupe, The Ramayana, Arthurian legends, "A Christmas 
Memory" by Truman Capote, "Everyday Use" by Alice Walker, "I Expected My 
Skin and Blood to Ripen" by Wendy Rose, and "Thomas Iron-Eyes Born Circa 
1840. Died 1919, Rosebud Agency, S. D." by Mamie Walsh. 

- In what ways do the authors of these literary pieces create a respectful or even 
reverential tone toward their subjects? 

2. Red Star reverently paints images of old Indian cultural practices in an effort to 
perpetuate them in present day. 

- Read one or more of the following literary pieces: excerpt from "The Way to 
Rainy Mountain" by N. Scott Momaday, The Wrestling Match by Buchi 
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Emecheta, Sundiata, In Commemoration: One Million Volumes by Rudolfo A. 
Anaya, "Diamond Island: Alcatraz" by Darryl Babe Wilson. 

- In what ways do the authors of these works seek to perpetuate a reverence for or 
even a continuation of the old ways of a particular cultural group? 

3. Crow Indian Hoop Dancers depicts a group of dancers whose sense of self can be 
defined partly as members of a community. 

- Read one or more of the following literary pieces: A Separate Peace by John 
Knowles, The Wrestling Match by Buchi Emecheta, In Commemoration: One 
Million Volumes by Rudolfo A. Anaya, "The Street of the Cafion" by Josephina 
Niggli, "Games at Twilight" by Anita Desai, excerpt from Barrio Boy by Ernesto 
Galarza, "The Child by Tiger" by Thomas Wolfe, "No Name Woman" from The 
Woman Warrior by Maxine Hong Kingston, "A Jury of Her Peers" by Susan 
Glaspell, and To Kill a Mockingbird by Harper Lee. 

- How have the authors of these works defined their main characters in relation to 
a specific community? 

4. Read "The American Idea" by Theodore H. White, "Alabama Centennial" by 
Naomi Long Madgett, A Separate Peace by John Knowles, "Sunlight in 
Trebizond Street" by Alan Paton, "The Homecoming Stranger" by Bei Dao, "By 
the Waters of Babylon" by Stephen Vincent Benet, "Brave Words for a Startling 
Occasion" by Ralph Ellison, "Winter Night" by Kay Boyle, "The Bride Comes to 
Yellow Sky" by Stephen Crane, and "The Child by Tiger" by Thomas Wolfe. 

- In what ways do these writers and Red Star stimulate us to reflect on the past? 
How can reflecting on the past help us as individuals and as citizens of a common 
country? What changes for the better can these works encourage us to initiate? 
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Crow Indian Hoop Dancers - 3 

Cross References to Art 

Tye Elton Baker - Shield 
color lithograph: Alphonsus Hall by room 101 

Rupert Garcia - Buffalo Hunter 
color lithograph: Bellarmine hall by room 211 

Helen Hardin - Medicine Woman 
color etching and aquatint: Jesuit residence dining room 

Dusty Phelps - War Cry 
bronze: front entrance foyer 

C. J. Wells - In Enemy Territory 
oil on canvas: computer hall by room 133 

Cross References to Literature 

Chinua Achebe - "Civil Peace" @ 
theme: cultural values 

Rudolfo A. Anaya - In Commemoration: One Million Volumes @ 
theme: cultural practices; self in community 

Arthurian Legends + 
tone: reverence; self in community; ritual 

Stephen Vincent Benet - "By the Waters of Babylon"@ 
theme: cultural values; reflect on past 

Kay Boyle - "Winter Night" # 
theme: reflect on past 

Truman Capote - "A Christmas Memory"@/\ 
theme: individual defined by community; ritual 



Stephen Crane - "The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky" # 
theme: individual defined by community; reflect on past 

Bei Dao - "The Homecoming Stranger" @ 
theme: individual defined by community; cultural values; reflect on past 

Anita Desai - "Games at Twilight" @ 
theme: individual defined by community 

Ralph Ellison - "Brave Words for a Startling Occasion"# 
theme: reflect on past 

Buchi Emecheta - The Wrestling Match@ 
theme: cultural practices; self in community 
tone: reverence 

Ernesto Galarza - from Barrio Boy # 
theme: self in community 

Susan Glaspell - "A Jury of Her Peers" /\ 
theme: self in community 

Graham Greene - "The Destructors" /\ 
theme: individual defined by community 

Nathaniel Hawthorne - "Young Goodman Brown"#/\ 
theme: individual defined by community 

Langston Hughes - "Marian Anderson: Famous Concert Singer"@ 
theme: cultural survival; individual defined by community 

Maxine Hong Kingston - "No Name Woman"* 
theme: self in community 

John Knowles - A Separate Peace @ 
theme: self in community; reflect on past 

D. H. Lawrence - "The Rocking-Horse Winner" /\ 
theme: ritual 
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Harper Lee - To Kill a Mockingbird@ 
theme: self in community 

Naomi Long Madgett - "Alabama Centennial"@ 
theme: cultural survival; individual defined by community; reflect on past 

N. Scott Momaday - from The Way to Rainy Mountain @ 
theme: cultural survival; individual defined by community 
tone: reverence 

Josephina Niggli - "The Street of the Canon" @* 
theme: individual defined by community; ritual 

Naomi Shihab Nye - "Making a Fist"@ 
theme: cultural survival; individual defined by community 

Alan Paton - "Sunlight in Trebizond Street" @ 
theme: reflect on past 

Richard Rodriguez - from Hunger of Memory# 
theme: definition of self; ritual 

Wendy Rose - "I Expected My Skin and Blood to Ripen" * 
tone: respect 

Quincy Troupe - "The Old People Speak of Death" # 
tone: respect 

Alice Walker - "Everyday Use'' /\ 
tone: respect for character 

Marnie Walsh - "Thomas Iron-Eyes ... " * 
tone: respect for character 

Darryl Babe Wilson - "Diamond Island: Alcatraz" @ 
theme: cultural practices 

Thomas Wolfe - "The Child By Tiger" /\ 
theme: individual defined by community; reflection on past 
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Fritz Scholder 

Artist Statement 

"It is the act that counts. With each painting one learns more about painting. The 

activity is a sensual and intellectual event. It gives one the opportunity to make one's 

mark; to act as God and to defy death. It is a vain but positive gesture, stating that one is 

alive. One is alone with the canvas and the act must be pure. An unconscious merging of 

intuition, discipline, celebration and accident is what one hopes for" (Scholder 24 ). 

Biography 

Fritz Scholder was born in 1937 in Breckenridge, Minnesota. He is German, 

California Mission Indian, and French on his father's side. He is English and Irish on his 

mother's side. His father was administrator of the local Indian school and employed by 

the Bureau of Indian Affairs. In 1950 he moved to Pierre, South Dakota where he studied 

art in high school under the noted Sioux painter, Oscar Howe. The Scholders eventually 

moved to Sacramento in 1957, where Scholder began receiving recognition for his art. 

He acknowledged his Indian ancestry in 1961. After extensive studies and teaching 

experience, Scholder moved to Santa Fe in 1964 where he taught at the newly founded 

Institute of American Indian Arts. He began his New Mexico series of paintings at this 

time. In 1967 Scholder began his Indian series of paintings. Scholder resigned from the 

Institute of American Indian Arts in 1969 to paint full time. He traveled through Europe 

and was exposed to the paintings of Francis Bacon. Scholder has often been compared to 
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Bacon, especially in "the ambiguous forms, manipulation of paint, and ... preoccupation 

with the nature of a man in his environment" (Taylor 40). Over the years Scholder has 

won many awards and has been invited on numerous occasions to be guest artist at 

various institutes and universities. In 1982 he moved to New York to work. 

Artistic Issues 

Fritz Scholder attained fame by painting the Indian realistically rather than 

stereotypically. Yet, he has maintained that he is not an Indian painter in the familiar 

sense of the word: "I am a non-Indian Indian ... I do not feel the pull of the dichotomy 

of two cultures. However, I am aware of the incongruous nature of the two cultures" 

(Taylor 35). His paintings destroy the myths of the noble savage, and, instead, depict the 

Indian in ways that jar the viewer. His Indians often appear behind silver-lensed 

sunglasses or holding a beer can in their hands. Depicting the Indian this way has earned 

him many denouncements, but his new way of seeing the American Indian has also 

earned him much praise. 

According to William Peterson, Fritz Scholder's work concerns two central issues: 

"One is his wry and humorous attitude toward cliches, and the other is his deep insight 

into the issues of self-alienation and the enforced alienation of those whose fate it is to be 

designated as the 'other"' (113). Scholder's Indians and women have broken free of the 

stereotypes we often see used. One resu1t of this new portrayal is that it calls into 

question the cultural issues inherent in society's view of these groups. 
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However, Scholder's Indians usually retain recognizable features of the mythic 

Indian whether it be in their physical features or in their costumes. By combining the 

expected with the unexpected, Scholder is able to reveal the individual behind the 

stereotype. Sometimes Scholder's Indians express "a smoldering hysteria disguised by 

grandiloquence; and often the effect [is] that of a perpetually suspended inner life, as in a 

photograph of people caught in the unflattering light and shade of an unfriendly sun" 

(Taylor 3 7). 

A number of Scholder's works reveal the dark side of man's psyche, the inner 

blackness of some men's souls, the heart of darkness Joseph Conrad explored: 

Somehow in the blackness and coarseness of Scholder's lines and spots, or in the 

scraped humus of the pigments which seems to cake around the brutal ( or 

brutalized) features of certain faces in a way that mixes shadow and decay, or in 

the emphasis on contrasts between teeth and fur or between vitality and rotting 

matter, an evocation has been made of a raw and frightening primordial state of 

nature that civilization has been at pains to deny. (Peterson 113) 

These works explore the destruction of the Indian at the hands of the white man as much 

as they explore the inability of the Indian to assimilate into the white world. 

The Indian especially became Scholder's "symbol of human existence under 

compromised conditions and allowed him to examine the human capacity to either cope 

with the pr~ssures of a psychic split--or crash out" (Peterson 114). Yet, Scholder 

maintains a cynical air in his work which prevents his pieces from being too horrific. He 
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seems to enjoy forcing the viewer to confront his darker inner self. Likewise, he enjoys 

and celebrates the unexpected even to the point of allowing dripped paint to remain on 

the canvas. His work surface becomes a place of action and impulse. 

Scholder insists his primary aim is to explore the formal, aesthetic aspects of his 

art. In drawing misshapen lines, in juxtaposing one bold color against another, in 

cloaking his figures in black shadows, he examines how he can push his art to the limit. 

To some extent he could be classified as an abstract expressionist. He masterfully depicts 

the solitary figure against the desolate background, and he has an uncanny understanding 

of the power of shadows and darkness. "In Scholder's great, dark patches of animated 

pigment, or in those many haunted silhouettes or obliterated faces, the secret of the 

shadow's disquieting effect is its subtle communication of a simultaneous presence and 

absence" (Peterson 116). 

Scholder's portrayal of the lone figure, as well as many of his other works, 

questions human communication in general. They show the isolation of the individual 

and question his ability to share himself completely. "In their bold forms and bright 

colors they impinge directly on our senses and demand a personal involvement--even if 

some may at times describe that involvement as repulsion" (Taylor 38). At the same time 

they remain aloof, their faces shrouded or turned away, their bodies cloaked in dark 

shadows. 
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Dream Indian - 1 

Dream Indian - Fritz Scholder 

acrylic on canvas - stairs by front foyer 

Questions to Generate Discussion of Art 

1. What about the work grabs your attention first? What route does your eye take as 
it is drawn around the canvas? How has Scholder forced this eye movement? 

2. Describe what you see in this painting. What surprises you most? 

3. Describe this Indian's dress. 

4. What is at the feet of the Indian? Describe what you see. 

5. Do you agree with this description of Scholder's work: His paintings destroy the 
myths of the noble savage, and instead, depict the Indian in ways that jar the 
viewer? Why or why not? 

6. What stereotypical features does the Indian or his costume have? Do you see any 
features that fight the stereotype? If yes, what? 

7. What colors do you notice in this work? What do you notice about Scholder's use 
of black? His use of shadow? What is the total effect of his use of color and 
shadow? 

8. What information does the title of this work contribute to your understanding of 
it? 

9. Joseph Conrad wrote: "We live, as we dream--alone" (Bartlett 683). Does this 
thought apply to Dream Indian? If so, how? If no, why not? 
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Dream Indian - 2 

WRITING ACTIVITIES 

1. Write a poem about darkness, loneliness, or evil. 

2. Carl Jung wrote in The Meaning of Psychology for Modern Man: "The dream is 
the small hidden door in the deepest and most intimate sanctum of the soul, which 
opens into that primeval cosmic night that was soul long before there was a 
conscious ego and will be soul far beyond what a conscious ego could ever reach" 
(Bartlett 754). 

Think about what Jung means in this statement. How does it apply to Dream 
Indian? Write a reflective essay which explains your understanding of Jung's 
words and Scholder's Indian. 

3. Research the traditional Indian garb you see adorning this Indian. Write a 
research article about the Indian's use of these items in the past and today. 

CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE 

1. Many of Scholder's works reveal the dark side of man's psyche, the inner 
blackness of some men's souls, the heart of darkness that Joseph Conrad wrote 
about. Discuss how some of the following literary selections explore this same 
theme: "A Teacher Taught Me" by Anna Lee Walters, "Alabama Centennial" by 
Naomi Long Madgett, and "The Child by Tiger" by Thomas Wolfe. 

2. Many of Scholder's Indians represent the destruction of the Indian at the hands of 
the white man. Discuss the ways the following literary selections express this 
theme of the destruction of a victim at the hands of a powerful oppressor: "I 
Expected My Skin and My Blood to Ripen" by Wendy Rose, "Black-Coat Meets 
Coyote" by Judith Ivaloo Volborth, "As I Grew Older" by Langston Hughes, and 
"The Homecoming Stranger" by Bei Dao. 

3. Many of Scholder's works express the Indian's inability to assimilate himself into 
the white world. Contemporary Indian writers often explore this same dilemma, 
and other writers explore the inability of some persons to assimilate into a 
dominant community. Discuss how some of the following literary selections 
express the idea of failure to assimilate into a community: "Vanishing Point: 
Urban Indian" by Wendy Rose, "Desmet, Idaho, March 1969" by Janet Campbell 
and "The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky" by Stephen Crane. 
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4. A key theme of Scholder's works is the alienation, both forced and self-imposed, 
of the person designated by a society as the "other." Discuss the ways the 
following authors have created a similar alienation and sense of loneliness in their 
works: "The Death of the Hired Man" by Robert Frost, "The Street" by Octavio 
Paz, "A Visit to Grandmother" by William Melvin Kelley, "Paul's Case" by Willa 
Cather, and "A Jury of Her Peers" by Susan Glaspell. 



Cross References to Art 

Francis Bacon - Metropolitan 
color aquatint: language hall by room 226 

Armond Lara - The Orator 
oil on canvas: computer wing by room 130 

Roberto Sebastian Matta - Orbiton 
charcoal and color pastel on paper: lecture hall upstairs outer hall 

Jose Clemente Orozoco - The Franciscan and the Indian 
mono-toned lithograph: Courtney Murray hall by finance office 

Fritz Scholder - Portrait of a Massacred Indian #3 
color lithograph: language hall by room 225 

Cross References to Literature 

Isabelle Allende - The House of the Spirits /\$= 
theme: darkness of man's nature; oppression 

William Blake - "The Poison Tree"+'"; "The Tiger" +" 
theme: darkness of man's nature 

Janet Campbell - "Desmet, Idaho, March 1969" * 
theme: failure to assimilate 

Willa Cather - "Paul's Case" " 
theme: alienation; loneliness 

Joseph Conrad - The Heart of Darkness "+ 
theme: darkness of man's nature 

Stephen Crane - "The Bride Comes to Yellow Sky" " 
theme: failure to assimilate 
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Dream Indian - 3 



Bei Dao - "The Homecoming Stranger" @ 
theme: oppression 

Robert Frost - "The Death of the Hired Man"# 
theme: alienation; loneliness 

Susan Glaspell - "A Jury of Her Peers" /\ 
theme: alienation; loneliness 

Langston Hughes - "As I Grew Older" # 
theme: oppression 

W.W. Jacobs - "The Monkey's Paw"@ 
theme: darkness of man's nature 

William Melvin Kelley - "A Visit to Grandmother" @ 
theme: alienation and loneliness 

Doris Lessing - "Through the Tunnel" @ 
theme: alienation and loneliness 

Naomi Long Madgett - "Alabama Centennial" @ 
theme: darkness of man's nature 

Octavio Paz - "The Street" @ 
theme: alienation; loneliness 

Wendy Rose - "I Expected My Skin and My Blood to Ripen" * 
theme: darkness of man's nature; oppression 

---"Vanishing Point: Urban Indian" * 
theme: failure to assimilate 

Judith Ivaloo Volborth - "Black-Coat Meets Coyote" * 
theme: darkness of man's nature; oppression 

Mamie Walsh - "Thomas Iron-Eyes Born Circa 1840. Died 1919, Rosebud 
Agency, S. D." * 

theme: inability to assimilate 
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Anna Lee Walters - "A Teacher Taught Me" * 
theme: darkness of man's nature 

Darryl Babe Wilson - "Diamond Island: Alcatraz" @ 
theme: annihilation; inability to assimilate 

Thomas Wolfe - "The Child by Tiger" /\ 
theme: darkness of man's nature 
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Francisco Zufiiga 

Artist Statement 

"The point of departure for me is always the human figure, since it continues to 

appear to me the most important aspect of the world around me. Every point of view, 

every angle is important. Nature seems to me so complex in the relation of its parts, that 

one single missing detail suffices to weaken the whole. Now . .. the challenge. Because 

in one way or another, we always create our own challenges. I find that my constant 

challenge is rendering a figure in the most complete manner possible" (Lassaigne 9). 

Biography 

Francisco Zuniga was born in Costa Rica in 1912. He learned the techniques of 

painting and wood carving from his father who painted murals in churches to serve as 

backdrops for the santos figures he carved. At fifteen, his parents sent him to the School 

of Fine Arts in San Jose. In 1936 Zuniga went to Mexico City for inspiration and because 

critics were ignoring his work. He had hoped to visit Europe, but the war prevented that. 

By 1938 he was well known as a sculptor and was appointed professor at La Esmeralda. 

He held this position until his retirement in 1970. In 1939 he started work on the 

monumental public sculptures for which he is best known. In 194 7 he married Elena 

Laborde, an artist in her own right. They have three children, and Elena often serves as 

Zufiiga's model. 

In 1967 Zuniga finally traveled to Europe where he studied the important works 
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he had seen previously only in photographs. Among these were the works of Brancusi, 

Maillol, and Moore. His studies convinced him that his ideas about sculpture were 

correct. However, Zuniga never stopped drawing and, after moving to San Francisco in 

1972, he began his first series of original lithographs. Two of these were included in the 

Mexican Master Suite exhibit along with Siqueiros, Tamayo, and Cuevas. In 1979 

Zuniga made the first of many trips to Italy to work with the famous Carrara marble. 

Artistic Issues 

Zufiiga particularly became interested in Latin American Indian art after 

completing some drawings of pre-Columbian pieces for an archaeologist. He became 

even more interested in the influence of the pre-Columbians on Mexican painting and 

decided to move in that direction. He sees sculpture as an ancient language which boldly 

engages the senses of sight and touch to the point of stirring the emotions. He sees the 

ancient pre-Hispanic cultures as surviving colonization through their still existing 

sculpture. Similarly, this will to endure is evident in Zufiiga' s own works. His favorite 

model is an Indian woman from Veracruz whom he sees as "a true native, the prototype 

of the Mexican woman. She is rather mestiza" (Reich 49). His clearly Indian figures 

have resulted in his having few Latin collectors. Zufiiga attributes this to middle class 

and wealthy Mexicans' s tendency to distance themselves from their Mestizo roots. 

Several artists have influenced Zuniga in particular ways. He began working with 

one large block of stone after Brancusi. Rodin's ability to directly transfer life to stone 
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also affected Zuniga. Although he did not realize it at the time, he and Henry Moore 

were both carving with a pre-Columbian influence at the same time. Zuniga did not learn 

this until he bought a book on Moore in the 1950s. He and Moore also were influenced 

by Cubism in the sense of its defining one plane in relation to another. Zuniga also notes 

an influence from the Mexican muralists. Although Rivera was highly educated and 

trained in Europe, he turned to the Mexican Indian as inspiration. Zuniga especially 

admires Orozco whom he sees as an authentic "creator of images of man in conflict" 

(Reich 39). 

Zuniga believes the artist should maintain strict ties to his cultural roots. One way 

he tries to synthesize this in his work is to evoke human values in his art. He especially 

wants to be realistic in order to communicate the dignity of man, particularly working 

man, to society at large. One key way he does this is to translate form into movement. 

He explains: 

Form should always be treated as something living, that is to say organic .... the 

movement is not an imitation of real movement but rather movement within its 

own three-dimensional form. The form in itself is what has movement .... A 

sculptor should direct his skill toward the understanding of the material that will 

be used to realize his work--to overcome not only the problems of workmanship 

that the material in itself imposes but also the meaning and quality of the material 

with which he works. (Reich 25) 

Zuniga believes organic shape can be rounded or geometric, but he prefers to work with 
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the rounded form. He cites the ancient Egyptians as being concerned with a closed form, 

a more linear form. The Ancient Greeks, however, were more interested in the open 

form, the rounded form. They bored holes and perforated their figures to create real 

movement. Zuniga sees the Greek method as more advanced. Again, Moore and Zuniga 

explored the same theme. However, Moore "introduced space by executing an empty 

torso; he left holes; he removed the viscera, leaving only certain bony forms that support 

what remains. These holes gave validity to the solid form" (Reich 30) while Zufiiga 

preferred to depict the solidity of form. 

Zuniga is especially interested in portraying women. In fact, he has rarely carved 

a male figure since 1960. Zuniga endows his women with a sense of dignity and 

reverence unusual for many male artists. His women are large, even immense. He says 

he accentuates the huge belly and breasts "in order to relate them with the ancient fertility 

goddesses extremely significant in Aztec and other cultures" (Reich 53). The heads of his 

women look particularly like the heads of the classical period of the Toltecs. One critic 

has noted: "Zufiiga never forgets the essential majesty and mystery [ of] woman ... in her 

age-old role as matriarch, mother, childbearer, worker in the home, wise healer and ever

present comforter. Above all, Zufiiga shows the Indian woman in the world of the hearth" 

( qtd. in Reich 95). 

One of Zufiiga's most noted and enduring images is the group of women. Usually 

they are cloaked, with their prominent breasts and stomachs protruding from underneath. 

They often represent the various stages of women in that they are of different ages and at 
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different phases of mothering. Zufiiga especially wanted to convey the psychology of the 

native in these works. He explains: 

They are together, but there does not seem to be any communication .... they are 

always waiting for something without knowing what. Their expression is like a 

mask. The only expression of feelings or love is toward a child. They have silent 

although not petrified expressions, like those of the country women--melancholic 

women you see in church or in the market .... There is a lot of space between 

them--they unite while they look at each other." (Reich 51-52) 

Zufiiga's women have a tremendous capacity for patience. This is sometimes represented 

by their sitting position. Zufiiga has explained that this position does not show what they 

are doing, but what they are. He also represents the male figure in a sitting position with 

the legs drawn up to position the feet flat on the ground and arms resting on the elevated 

knees. Zufiiga describes this as "the classic Mexican one, the one assumed by the native 

women in seating themselves; even in pre-Hispanic sculpture one can see this position. 

The composition, the triangles and spaces, are all carefully planned, as in the ancient 

Aztec idols" (Reich 134). These pre-Hispanic monuments, perfectly formed in their 

abstract geometry have taught us "the style of a people by [our] entering the eyes of their 

magical figures. It pulsates in blood, moves like a river, a mountain, a deep ravine, a 

cruelly clear sky, because it speaks to us with the silence of forms, with the principle of 

all which is created" (Reich 142). 
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Grupo de Mujeres (Group of Women) - 1 

Grupo de Mujeres (Group of Women) - Francisco Zziiiiga 

cast bronze with green patina - north auditorium hall 

Questions to Generate Discussion of Art 

1. When viewed from all four sides, does this work seem to have a predominate 
side? As you view this piece from different angles, do any of the women 
disappear from view? What does this tell you about how this work was meant to 
be displayed? 

2. In what order does your eye move as you look at this sculpture? Does any figure 
predominate? What does this tell you about Zufiiga's intentions? 

3. Are there clear distinctions between the sides or do they flow into one another? 
What does this answer tell you about how Zufiiga conceived of his total work? 
Did he see it in sections or as a complete formation? 

4. Since this sculpture is made from metal, do you see any seam marks? The seams 
in a hollow-cast bronze are usually not visible. What do you notice about the 
surface texture? 

5. How does the size of the piece impact you? How do you imagine this piece 
would impact you in larger than life size? Zufiiga cast this scene in larger than 
life size, and at one point it stood in Jesuit College Preparatory School's prayer 
garden. 

6. What do you notice about the women's facial features? Body features? Clothing? 

7. What do you notice about the women's stance? What do they seem to be doing? 

Be specific. 

8. How do these women differ from what you might expect in a sculpture of a group 

of women from the United States? 
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Grupo de Mujeres (Group of Women) - 2 

WRITING ACTIVITIES 

1. Zuniga has indicated that his Grupo de Mujeres reflects the important sense of 
community of the indigenous people he portrays. How does being in a 
community contribute to a person's sense of identity and understanding of self? 
Write a personal narrative which explores your experience in the community of 
either Jesuit College Preparatory or another community. 

2. Zuniga has explained that he has continually seen the indigenous people of Latin 
America patiently waiting for something, and he wanted to portray his women in 
the process of waiting. Will Barnet has also explored the phenomenon of women 
patiently waiting for someone or something. In a comparison essay explore this 
theme as you see it in Grupo de Mujeres, Way to the Sea, and Circe. 

3. Zuniga sees his women as expressions of feminine beauty and strength. Explore 
the image of either feminine beauty or feminine strength in the United States 
during this decade. Write an argumentative essay championing the image of 
either cultures' notion of beauty or strength. 

4. Find pictures of pre-Columbian human sculptures in Latin America. Compare 
and contrast the physical features of the pre-Columbian figures with Zufiiga's 
women. Write a descriptive essay exploring the physical features of Latin 
American indigenous peoples. 

5. Compare the image of motherhood in Zufiiga's Grupo de Mujeres and R. C. 
Gorman's Carol's Blanket. Write a poem or short essay expressing the image of 
mother as presented in these works. 

CONNECTIONS TO LITERATURE 

1. "I Am Not Lonely" by Gabriela Mistral and "Chee's Daughter" by Juanita Platero 
and Siyowin Miller explore the emotional connections between a parent and a 
child. In what ways does Grupo de Mujeres explore the same idea? Use the 
textual questions found with each literature selection to help you frame questions 

for exploring Zufiiga's work. 

2. Both "Generations" by Amy Lowell and "First Lesson" by Philip Booth explore 
the passage of time and the cycles of life. In what ways does Grupo de Mujeres 

explore these same issues? 
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3. In The Way to Rainy Mountain, N. Scott Momaday reminisces about the life 
lessons and cultural heritage passed on to him by his grandmother. Write a 
character sketch of one of Zufiiga's women focusing on the cultural and emotional 
connections they have to the younger members of the group. 

4. Read "With All Flags Flying" by Anne Tyler. Research the cultural attitudes and 
practices of Latin Americans. Imagine what might happen to the oldest member 
of Zufiiga's Grupo de Mujeres when she can no longer take care of herself. 

5. Read "Diamond Island: Alcatraz" by Darryl Babe Wilson and "A Letter from 
Home" by Mary Oliver. Both of these works deal with the spiritual connections 
between family members. In what ways does Grupo de Mujeres suggest a 
spiritual connection between the group members? 

6. "Chee's Daughter" by Juanita Platero and Siyowin Miller, "No Name Woman" by 
Maxine Hong Kingston, "Everyday Use" by Alice Walker, " The Rocking-Horse 
Winner" by D. H. Lawrence, and "I Am Joaquin" by Rodolfo Gonzales all deal 
with cultural and family traditions in different ethnic groups. What similarities or 
differences do you see in the way the authors portray family relationships in these 
works and Zufiiga's Grupo de Mujeres? 

7. "A Jury of Her Peers" by Susan Glaspell and "Private Property" by Leslie Marmon 
Silko both deal with relationships and communication between women. What 
similarities and differences do you see between these two works and Grupo de 

Mujeres? 
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Grupo de Mujeres (Group of Women) - 3 

Cross References to Art 

Will Barnet - Circe 
color silkscreen: Canisius hall by room 123 

---Three Muses 
poster: finance office hall 

---Way to the Sea 
color silkscreen: conference room hall 

R. C. Gorman - Carol's Blanket 
color silkscreen: English office, room 133 

---Laughing Sisters 
cast bronze with dark brown patina: front entrance foyer 

Francisco Zuniga -Figuras Sentadas (Seated Figures) 
color lithograph: faculty commons 

---Grupo de Mujeres 
watercolor on paper: auditorium hall 

---Pescadoras (Fisherwomen) 
color lithograph: library 

---Soledad Acostada (Solitude Lying Down) 
color lithograph: stairs by chapel 

---Untitled (Fwo Seated Nudes) 
charcoal on paper: library 

Cross References to Literature 

Isabelle Allende - The House of the Spirits /\=$ 
theme: life cycles; life lessons; parent/child connections; spiritual family 

connections 
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Rudolfo Anaya - Bless Me, Ultima @ 
theme: cultural issues; life cycles; life lessons; parent/child connections; spiritual 

family connections 

Philip Booth - "First Lesson" @ 
theme: life cycles; life lessons 

Sandra Cisneros - The House on Mango Street * 
theme: cultural issues; family connections; life lessons 

E. M. Forster - A Passage to India" 
theme: cultural issues 

Susan Glaspell - "A Jury of Her Peers" " 
theme: cultural traditions; female relationships 

Rodolfo Gonzales - from "I Am Joaquin"# 
theme: cultural issues; family traditions 

Maxine Hong Kingston - "No Name Woman"* 
theme: cultural issues; family traditions 

D. H. Lawrence - "The Rocking-Horse Winner"" 
theme: family traditions; parent/child connections 

Harper Lee - To Kill A Mockingbird@ 
theme: cultural traditions; parent/child connections 

Amy Lowell - "Generations"@ 
theme: life cycles 

Gabriela Mistral - "I Am Not Lonely" @ 
theme: parent/ child connections 

N. Scott Momaday -from The Way to Rainy Mountain @# 
theme: cultural heritage; life lessons 

Mary Oliver - "A Letter from Home" @ 
theme: spiritual family connections 



Juanita Platero and Siyowin Miller - "Chee's Daughter"@ 
theme: cultural heritage; parent/child connections 

Chaim Potok - The Chosen @ 
theme: cultural issues 

Leslie Marmon Silko - Ceremony = 
theme: cultural heritage; life cycles; life lessons; spiritual connections 

---"Private Property" " 
theme: cultural heritage; female relationships 

Anne Tyler - "With All Flags Flying" @ 
theme: old age; parent/child connections 

Alice Walker - "Everyday Use"" 
theme: cultural issues; family traditions 

Darryl Babe Wilson - "Diamond Island: Alcatraz" @ 
theme: cultural heritage; spiritual family connections 
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APPENDIX A 

Literature Textbooks Used for Course Citations 



Texts Cited in the Handbook 

Freshman Level 

Prentice Hall Literature Platinum. Paramount Ed. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 
1994. 

Sophomore Level 
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Hodgins, Francis and Kenneth Silverman. Adventures in American Literature. Heritage 
Ed. Rev. Orlando: Harcourt, 1985. 

Junior Level 

Prentice Hall Literature: The English Tradition. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall, 1989. 

Advanced Placement English 

Perrine, Laurence and Thomas R. Arp. Literature: Structure, Sound, and Sense. 6th ed. 
Ft. Worth: Harcourt Brace, 1993. 

Honors English Seminar 

Paperbacks: 

Allende, Isabel. The House of the Spirits. 

Amis, Kingsley. Lucky Jim. 

Morrison, Toni. Beloved. 

Murdoch, Iris. The Bell. 

Rand, Ayn. The Fountainhead. 

Silko, Leslie Marmon. Ceremony. 

Sophocles. The Oedipus Cycle. 



Literature of American Cultures 

Fisher, Dexter, ed. The Third Woman: Minority Women Writers of the United States. 
Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1980. 

Paperbacks: 

Cisneros, Sandra. The House on Mango Street. 

Erdrich, Louise. Love Medicine. 

Morrison, Toni. Song of Solomon. 

Tan, Amy. The Joy Luck Club. 

English 7-8 

Paperbacks: 

Allende, Isabel. The House of the Spirits. 

Conroy, Pat. The Prince of Tides. 

Markandaya, Kamala. Nectar in a Sieve. 

Sophocles. The Oedipus Cycle. 
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APPENDIXB 

Art Reproductions 



"Acoma Skies" John Axton 



"Last Buffalo" John Axton 



"Circe" Will Barnet 
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"Way to the Sea" Will Barnet 



"Canyon de Chelly: (Night)" R. C. Gorman 
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"Navajo Code Talker" R. C. Gorman 



Helen Hardin 



"Deerslayer' s Dream" Helen Hardin 



"Navajo Squaw Dance (Night Ceremonial)'' John Nieto 



., ·- --~ 
"The Franciscan and the Indian" Jose Clemente Orozco 



I !: 
!.: 

,_' Ji 
"Untitled: Indian Woman'' Amado Pena 



"Crow Indian Hoop Dancers" Kevin Red Star 





"Grupo de Mujeres" (Group of Women) Francisco Zuniga 




